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Towards e-Memories: challenges of capturing, summarising, presenting, 

understanding, using, and retrieving relevant information from 

heterogeneous data contained in personal media archives. 

 

Welcome to the inaugural workshop on “Information Access for Personal Media Archives”. It is now 

possible to archive much of our life experiences in digital form using a variety of sources, e.g. blogs 

written, tweets made, social network status updates, photographs taken, videos seen, music heard, 

physiological monitoring, locations visited and environmentally sensed data of those places, details 

of people met, etc. Information can be captured from a myriad of personal information devices 

including desktop computers, PDAs, digital cameras, video and audio recorders, and various sensors, 

including GPS, Bluetooth, and biometric devices. 

 

In this workshop research from diverse disciplines will be presented on how we can advance towards 

the goal of effective capture, retrieval and exploration of e-memories. We were delighted to have a 

keynote which was given by Dr. Daniela Petrelli who discussed the merits of digital technology and 

personal media archives, and the value in assisting people in effectively accessing their memories. 

CLARITY researcher Edmond Mitchell presented developments in the field of wearable sensing which 

will provide less intrusive monitoring of person activities in the near future (see page 4). Prof. 

Kiyoharu Aizawa from Tokyo presented an overview of one of the most successful systems in the 

lifelogging domain, namely a diet monitoring application which has approximately 280 users, who 

have uploaded more than 5,500 images of meals (see page 11). Kan Ren from the University of 

Surrey introduced a novel intuitive interactive interface for browsing of large-scale personal image 

and video collections (see page 14). Daniel Blank from the University of Bamberg in Germany 

considered the problem of managing the vast collections of lifelog generated content, and suggested 

that peer-to-peer (P2P technologies offer interesting solutions (see page 22). Ivar Solheim from the 

Norwegian Computing Center discussed the perceived and actual effectiveness of various search and 

navigation strategies used by individuals when interacting with their lifelog content (see page 30). 
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ABSTRACT
Wearable sensors provide a means of continuously monitoring a 

person in a natural setting.  These sensors can “look in” by 

monitoring the wearer’s health through physiological 

measurements and also by detecting their activities.  Other 

sensors can be used to “look out” from the wearer into the 

environment through which he/she is moving, which may serve 

to detect any potential hazards or provide contextual information 

about the wearer’s lifestyle.  Wearable sensors can be harnessed 

to give immediate feedback to the wearer while also providing 

an archive of physiological data which can be logged and 

assessed over days, months or years.  This has many 

applications in the field of healthcare, rehabilitation and sports 

performance.  Here we present a number of case studies 

involving “smart” garments which have been developed to 

monitor the well-being of the wearer and to assess performance 

and progress, for example in training or rehabilitation scenarios.    

Categories and Subject Descriptors
A.0 General

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Design, Experimentation, Human 

Factors,  

Keywords
Wearable sensors, physiological monitoring, body sensor 

networks 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wearable sensors integrated into garments are adding new 

functionality to today’s fashion.  Smart garments have the ability 

to sense the wearer and also the environment surrounding the 

wearer.  The advantage of using textiles as a substrate for sensor 

integration is that they are ubiquitous.  Textiles used in garments 

we wear are in intimate contact with the body, and also form the 

interface between us and our environment.  In addition, textiles 

exist in our surroundings e.g. home textiles such as curtains and 

upholstery.  Therefore by developing textile based sensors there 

are many parameters that can be measured relating to the person 

and their environment. Wearable sensors to monitor a person’s 

health give rise to a concept of personal health or pHealth.  This 

concept means that the person can be more aware of their own 

well-being and can take a more active role in their health by 

managing their lifestyle to prevent illness.  The pHealth concept 

emerged as a response to the unsustainable increase in 

healthcare costs world-wide due mainly to an epidemic of ‘life-

style’ diseases arising from unhealthy diet and lack of exercise, 

such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, diabetes and chronic 

respiratory disease. The current global demographics show an 

increase in the aging population which also puts further burden 

on the healthcare sector.  Wearable sensors may be used as a 

tool to gather information about the person’s health and lifestyle 

to give a more complete picture.  By continuously monitoring 

the wearer over time an archive of their personal health can be 

created which is far more desirable than the snapshot images 

that are currently attained with occasional clinical visits. 

Sensors “looking in” to the body may be used to monitor daily 

activity.  A simple approach is a pedometer to count the number 

of steps that a person has taken in a day.  This may be used as a 

crude indicator of their level of physical activity.  More 

sophisticated sensors can measure specific joint movements, 

position and speed that can be used to develop a model of 

kinematic movements.  This may be used to assess what type of 

movements the person is undertaking and how well the person is 

performing an exercise. Sensors that measure body movements 

can be used for home rehabilitation based on prescribed 

physiotherapy exercises.    

Physiological measurements are also possible with wearable 

sensors.  Textile electrodes to measure electrocardiographs have 

been developed and shown to perform well compared to gold 

standard methods [1].   Shirts capable of monitoring vital signs 

have recently appeared on the market such as the Vivometics 

Lifeshirt [2]. Sensors pertaining to physiological measurement 

may be used to assess chronic illnesses such as cardiovascular 

disease.  In others they may be used to help early detection and 

prevention of illness where conventional clinical visits can only 

provide a brief window on the physiology of the patient. 

Exercise is of huge importance in underpinning a healthy 

lifestyle, and providing incentives for people to exercise is 
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essential for maintenance of personal health.  The sports 

industry has identified a huge emerging market for wearable 

devices.  The world of professional sports and athletics has seen 

dramatic changes in performance largely due to physiological 

testing and a better understanding of the effects of different 

training techniques on the body.  Physiological testing ensures 

athletes stay healthy and develop personalized training strategies 

to keep the fine balance between over-training and reaching 

peak performance.  At present, the vast majority of this testing is 

done in laboratory settings, yet wearable sensors now have the 

potential to allow physiological testing to be carried out in the 

natural setting, on the track, pitch or court. However, it is not 

just elite athletes who are interested in their performance - the 

amateur athlete and occasional gym attendee often wants to get 

the most from their work-out and achieve their own personal 

fitness goals. Products are already appearing that target this 

emerging market.  For example, the Polar heart rate monitor 

helps people to train at the right intensity depending on their 

training plan [3].  Polar also offer the service of developing 

personal training plans based on the data gathered.  Adidas have 

developed the miCoach concept [4] which also measures heart 

rate data  and suggests various plans to help people to train for 

their specific goals e.g. to lose weight, run a race, de-stress or 

run faster.  Nike and Apple have developed a sports kit which 

measures speed and distance while walking or running.  The 

data can then be downloaded onto a personalized homepage.  

Not only does this allow the user to assess their own 

performance but it has led to a web community where users can 

compete against and challenge each other in addition to 

discussing training and related issues. This has led to a virtual 

running community with close to 2 million members [5].  The 

advantage of this system is that it avails of apparel and a 

wearable/portable device that runners are already using.  In this 

way it requires little or no extra effort on the part of the user.  

This type of strategy is ideal for all wearable sensing i.e. to 

customize apparel and on-body devices that people routinely use 

and augment their functionality. In this way, a truly innocuous 

means of sensing can be achieved that needs no additional 

appliances.  To do this it is necessary to integrate sensors into 

textiles so that they are comfortable to wear.  This is a 

challenging task considering the rigor that our clothes go 

through day to day.  Sensors must be robust and reliable being 

able to withstand stretch, pressure and varying temperatures, 

environmental conditions and ideally the washing machine.  In 

this paper we present a number of prototype systems which use 

textile based sensors to monitor the wearer.  The first uses a 

glove that has been developed for a clinical study in stroke 

rehabilitation. The second uses a shirt to monitor breathing 

patterns.  This is used to provide feedback on breathing 

technique and encourage patients to perform their breathing 

exercises. The third is a smart insole which is being developed 

to investigate running technique. Before presenting the 

individual prototypes an overview of the textile sensor 

integration strategies is given in the next section.    

2. FUNCTIONALISED FABRICS 
In order to monitor the body in a natural way there is a need for 

integrated sensors that are comfortable, wearable and 

straightforward to use.  A complete system that incorporates 

wearable sensors and body sensor networks within a textile will 

require a number of functionalities to be added to the textile 

structure, including conductivity, sensing, actuation, data 

transmission and computation. Data transmission is essential 

between components and also wireless connectivity is often 

desirable.  This is possible in a garment through flexible 

polymer or textile antennas. [6, 7]    Conductivity may be added 

through conductive threads, fibres or coatings. Stainless steel or 

silver threads are available in different thicknesses, both as 

100% metallic fibres, or blended with other textiles such as 

nylon, giving rise to a variety of yarns with different properties.  

[8]  There are also polymers which have inherently conductive 

properties which can be coated onto yarns or fabrics.  These 

materials can be used to create sensors with piezo-resistive 

properties.  Coating a stretchable fabric with a conducting 

polymer converts the fabric into a strain gauge, as the resistance 

depends on the degree to which it is stretched [9]. Coating a 

compressible textile such as polyurethane foam in the same 

manner produces a pressure sensor [10]. In these cases the 

textile itself becomes the sensor – thereby making use of the 

structures/materials that are already in place, but improving on 

them by giving additional functionality.  Ideally the sensor 

should retain its sensitivity over the lifetime of the garment and 

through numerous wash cycles.   Making the fabric itself the 

sensor can augment garment functionality while still maintaining 

the normal tactile properties of the garment.  Textile based 

sensors which are compatible with textile manufacturing 

processes are essential for such technology to become 

accessible.  This may involve screen printing of thermochromic 

dyes, knitting conductive yarns or weaving of plastic optical 

fibres [11]. The interconnection of the sensors to a 

microcontroller or wireless device still remains an issue as it is 

at this point where a textile sensor must be connected to more 

conventional electronics. Flexible circuit boards and batteries 

[12, 13] are a possible solution and a sewable microcontroller 

(Lilypad Arduino) has recently been developed which allows 

conductive threads to be stitched to the pins of the 

microcontroller [14]. Recent studies have reported textile based 

transistors using organic field effect transistors which would 

allow fully computational electronic textiles [7, 15]. Smart 

nanotextiles are being developed to overcome the shortcomings 

of interconnections with conventional silicon and metal 

components which are incompatible with the soft textile 

substrate[16].  By integrating technology at the nanoscale level 

the tactile and mechanical properties of the textile may be 

preserved, retaining the wearable flexible necessary 

characteristics that we expect from our clothing.  Through 

nanoscale manipulation intelligent textiles are given new 

functionalities including self-cleaning, sensing, actuating and 

communication [16]. Nanotechnology allows the incorporation 

of new functionalities at various stages of production – at fiber 

spinning level, during yarn/fabric formations or at the finishing 

stage.  Nanocoatings are being widely applied at present by the 

textile industry to improve textile performance by adding 

antimicrobial and self-cleaning effects.   Other applications 

under development involve the use of conductive materials such 

as graphite nanofibers and carbon nanotubes to bring 

conductivity and anti-static behaviour to the textile [17].   

The prototypes presented in the following sections make use of 

piezoresistive textile sensors.  The glove and the shirt use a 

carbon-loaded elastomer which can be coated onto textiles.  The 

insole makes use of a conducting polymer based felt which acts 
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as a pressure sensor.  Bekinox stainless steel thread is used to 

connect the sensors while conventional components and 

microcontrollers are used for signal conditioning and data 

acquisition.     

3. CASE STUDIES 

3.1 Rehabilitation Glove 

Figure 1 Sensorised glove for stroke rehabilitation 

A sensorised glove has been developed for rehabilitation 

applications to monitor the ability of patients to perform finger 

extension movements during stroke rehabilitation.  An oedema 

glove, which is typically worn by patients following a stroke to 

reduce swelling of the hand, has been modified to integrate 

bend/stretch sensors to measure finger movement, as shown in 

Figure 1.  The glove is made from a lycra and spandex material, 

which fits to the hand closely with light compression.  

Movement of the fingers causes the fabric to stretch and regions 

of the finger and thumb of the glove have been coated with a 

sensing element , a carbon-loaded elastomer which is 

commercially available from WACKER Ltd (Elastosil LR 3162 

A/B).  This approach has been demonstrated in the University of 

Pisa for measuring body kinematics [18]. This glove has been 

developed for rehabilitation applications based on the Fugel-

Meyer Assessment of motor recovery after stroke.  This assesses 

various motor functions and scores them based on performance 

where 0 = cannot perform, 1 = performs partially, 2 = performs 

fully.  The advantage of this sensor is that it is comfortable to 

wear and is integrated into a garment that is already being used 

by many patients.  It is important that the sensor does not 

constrain or enhance the natural movement of the joints.  The 

sensor’s performance has been compared to a commercial bend 

sensor (Spectra symbol Flex sensor 4.6″) which is a more rigid 

structure.  The two sensors are shown side by side in Figure 2.  

However, the CE sensor has the advantage of being much more 

flexible and can be made in any dimension or form while the 

flex sensor is available at a specific length.  Figure 3 shows the 

response of the sensors positioned on the fingers of a glove 

during three stages of finger extension. Both sensors achieve a 

similar response although there is some latency with the CE 

sensor due to the nature of the material.  

The elastomer is a two part compound that is mixed together 

thoroughly before being cured.  The substance was coated onto 

the fingers and thumb of an oedema glove.  The glove was then 

placed in an oven at 80ºC for 2 hours. Conductive thread was 

used to connect the sensors to a Lilypad protoboard.   This is a 

circular prototype board (2cm diameter) which allows 

interconnection by embroidering with thread and also allows 

wires and components to be soldered.  An Arduino Mini 

microcontroller is used to collect the data using an analog input, 

sampled at 10Hz. This microcontroller has been chosen for its 

small size.  While it does not have wireless connectivity built in, 

it is possible to connect a BlueSMiRF modem which works as a 

(RX/TX) pipe through which a serial data stream can be passed 

seamlessly at baud rate of 9600bps to a laptop up to 30m away.   

Figure 2 (top) CE sensor coated onto stretch knit fabric, 

(bottom) commercial bend sensor  

Figure 3 Performance of CE sensor compared to a 

commercial bend sensor during finger flexion/extension 

movements 

Monitoring joint flexion as demonstrated here with the 

rehabilitation glove has the potential to automatically assess the 

patient’s performance.  A user interface designed for home use 

on the home PC is currently being developed to determine the 

position of the user’s hand and to present this as visual feedback 

to the user. The program saves this in an animation format 

which can then be sent to the therapist who can play back and 

assess the patient’s performance remotely. Figure 4 illustrates 

the application of this system in a clinical context.  The system 

will be evaluated in forthcoming clinical trials with stroke 

patients. 
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Figure 4 System architecture of the stroke rehabilitation 

process using a sensorised glove  

3.2 Breathing Feedback System 
Breathing affects virtually every part of the body.  It oxygenates 

the body, revitalizing organs, cells and tissues.  Breathing is 

controlled by the autonomic nervous system and is unique as it 

is both a voluntary and involuntary process. Good breathing 

technique can have a profound effect on overall performance as 

athletes, singers, and yoga practitioners know. In the case of 

conditions such as asthma or cystic fibrosis it is important for 

patients to regularly exercise their lungs and improve their 

breathing technique.  Exercising respiratory muscles can 

increase exercise capacity and reduce the aspects of 

breathlessness. 

Figure 5 Carbon-elastomer sensors coated on stretch fabric 

connected by conductive threads. Resistor pins have been 

bent to allow connection by embroidery of conductive 

thread. 

One exercise that is widely accepted is known as the Active 

Cycle of Breathing which uses breathing exercises to remove 

phlegm from the lungs. Clearing secretions from peripheral 

airways is the most important defence mechanism of the 

respiratory system.  The technique involves taking 4-5 deep 

breaths with holding periods in-between to allow air to be 

transported behind obstructed areas in the lungs [19]. It is 

important that the patient breathes from the diaphragm and not 

just the thorax for the technique to be effective.  For patients 

with cystic fibrosis this may need to be carried out three times a 

day.  It would be of great use to develop an interactive system 

which would help children with cystic fibrosis to perform these 

exercises correctly, and to provide an incentive to perform the 

tasks regularly.  Therefore we have developed a system which 

uses a wearable sensor to detect breathing patterns, records the 

signals and provides immediate feedback to the user.  As with 

the stroke rehabilitation example (above), this system may be 

used at home, while also facilitating remote supervision by a 

trained therapist who can provide regular assessment updates.   

Breathing rates can be measured by detecting the expansion and 

contraction of the ribcage, and fabric strain or pressure sensors 

can be used to measure this movement.  Carbon-loaded 

elastomer sensors, as shown in Figure 5, have been used to 

develop a shirt to measure the expansion of the 

thoracic/abdominal cavity.  The advantage of using these 

sensors is that they can be applied in any dimension to any 

desired position on the fabric. In order to maximize the signal 

quality, the sensors need to be coupled closely with the body 

movements, and therefore the garment needs to fit the wearer 

well.  For greater flexibility a number or chest straps have also 

been developed for a universal fit during clinical trials.  Data is 

collected using an Arduino Mini microcontroller as used for the 

glove discussed in Section 3.1.      

The signal is filtered using a low-pass Butterworth filter and the 

filtered signal is cross-correlated with a reference signal to 

assess the performance of the user.  A Flash application is used 

to present feedback to the user in a graphical format.  The use of 

a Flash application makes the software easily accessible and 

means that the system has the potential of being accessed online 

where the results can be automatically logged to a user’s 

webpage and also accessed by the therapist. The user interface 

presents an avatar in a picturesque setting as shown in Figure 6.   

Figure 6 Graphical User interface, Avatar gives instruction 

and real-time feedback to the user 
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Figure 7 Breathing feedback system operation 

The avatar serves to instruct the user while also giving real-time 

feedback of progress.  The mouth of the avatar expands and 

contracts as the user breathes in and out.  An overlay ghost 

image of the mouth represents the user’s breathing.  Therefore 

as they perform the exercise they must try to follow the 

breathing sequence as instructed by the avatar and therefore 

synchronise the “ghost” mouth and avatar’s mouth.  An overall 

assessment of their performance throughout the exercise is given 

on completion of the exercise.  Rather than giving a numerical 

score three, four or five stars are given.  The idea is that the 

feedback should be rewarding and encourage the user to keep 

performing the exercises regularly.    

The sequence of the program operation is displayed in Figure 7.  

The first time that the exercise is performed the signal is 

recorded as a reference.  This is designed to be performed under 

the supervision of the therapist so that the correct procedure is 

followed. The avatar is not displayed during this time, but the 

signal is graphed to show that everything is connected and 

working correctly. After this, patients may repeatedly perform 

the exercise in their own time. 

To test the effectiveness of the avatar a breathing exercise was 

performed involving slow deep breathing at a rate of 8 

breaths/min for 2 minutes.  Breathing patterns were recorded 

using Sensormedics Vmax as a reference in addition to signals 

measured at the chest and abdomen using the textile sensors.  

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the effect of the breathing exercise 

under the avatar’s instruction.  The breathing rate measured by 

the Sensormedics system changes from a range of 6 to 18 

breaths per minute to a constant 7-8 breaths per minute once the 

exercise is started.  Figure 9 shows an increase in amplitude in 

the abdominal breathing signal during the exercise as the subject 

is taking deep breaths and using the full lung capacity.     

Figure 8 Breathing patterns measured using Sensormedics 

Vmax before and during breathing exercises using avatar 

instruction 

Figure 9 Breathing patterns measured from textile sensors 

placed at the chest and abdomen a) before breathing exercise 

b) during breathing exercise 

3.3 Smart insole 
A smart insole has been developed to detect footfalls during 

walking or running.  The sensor used is a piezoresitive felt 

produced by Eeonyx (a non-woven textile coated with 

conducting polymer) whose resistance depends on the applied 

pressure. .The insole has been made by sandwiching this 

piezoresistive material at various locations between two layers 

of neoprene that have been cut into the shape of an insole.  

Figure 10 shows either side of one of the neoprene layers.  

Connection to the sensor is made using conductive thread.  This 

is placed in the bottom bobbin case of a sewing machine while 

non-conductive thread is used as the upper thread.  The purple, 

outer side of the insole has non-conductive thread stitching 

while the conductive thread is on the inside in contact with the 

sensor material. Sensors are placed at the heel and toe and at the 

left and right forefoot.  Heel and toe sensors are important for 

investigating foot contact times while the forefoot sensors at 

each side help to determine the roll of the foot.  Often runners 

are subject to injuries based on supination or pronation of the  
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Figure 10 Neoprene insole with conductive stitching for the 

placement of four pressure sensors 

foot when the foot rolls to the outside or the inside [20].  The 

insole may be used for various applications to assess athletic 

performance.  It may be used to look at how foot contact time 

changes throughout a track race or during long distance events.  

It can be used to build an archive of running history and follow 

the effects of different training regimes on running technique.  It 

allows every footfall to be captured and recorded to keep track 

of training achieved and to help devise future training strategies.  

It may be used to prevent or detect injuries if an unusual pattern 

emerges.  

Apart from sports applications, this type of wearable device may 

prove useful as a tool for gait analysis in rehabilitation, such as 

monitoring of the progression of Parkinson’s disease, or activity 

monitoring in the elderly.  The insole is comfortable to wear and 

can be inserted into any type of shoe.  The placement and 

number of sensors can be adapted to the particular needs of the 

application. 

Figure 11 Smart insole to monitor running technique 

Figure 12 Response of the smart insole during walking 

Data is acquired using an Xbee module (1mW chip antenna). 

This offers improved data acquisition performance over the 

Arduino platform used in the previous two examples.  The Xbee 

is held in position by a neoprene ankle strap attached to the 

insole.  The Xbee has 6 channels which can be conditioned as 

analog or digital inputs.  Sampling rates up to 1kHz across all 

channels is possible. For the insole with four sensors each 

channel has been set to sample at a rate of 200Hz.  An Xbee 

regulated USB module (Sparkfun Electronics) is used to connect 

a base-station receiver Xbee to a laptop which graphs the data in 

real-time and stores the data for analysis.       

The response of the insole is shown in Figure 12 during 

walking.  From this it is clear about the timing as each part of 

the foot strikes the ground.  Time between steps can be 

estimated by measuring the time between heel strikes.  Foot 

contact time can be estimated by measuring the time between 

heel strike and toe off.   

4. DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS 

Fully integrated wearable sensing technologies should be based 

on materials that are soft, flexible and washable, to meet the 

requirements of normal clothing manufacturing.  Data 

transmission must be wireless to allow free movement of the 

wearer, and ideally make use of technology that is already being 

carried or worn by the wearer if it is not automatically built into 

the garment.  Clearly sensor integration and signal processing 

are significant challenges, but one of the biggest questions is 

what to do with the information that is gathered.  It needs to be 

presented to the user in a suitable feedback approach e.g. visual, 

tactile or auditory and the timing and frequency of this feedback 

is critical. This is largely application dependent and dynamic in 

nature, and context awareness is therefore a crucial feature in 

generating user feedback. The feedback should be intuitive, 

without overloading the wearer with too much unnecessary 

information. Put simply, the right information needs to be given 

to the wearer, at the right time. Wearable sensors can help to 

achieve a better understanding of personal physiology and, 

combined with contextual information, they can help to create a 

more complete archive of a person’s lifestyle.

Three different systems involving textile based wearable sensors 

to detect body movements have been presented in this paper. 

Using such wearable devices, it is possible to acquire 

information about the person in a natural setting without 

intruding on their daily life.  This is made possible by 
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augmenting the functionality of the type of clothing that is 

commonly in use for each application.  In this way it is possible 

to build an archive of personalized information about the 

wearer’s activities, for example, to track progress in prescribed 

rehabilitation exercises or fitness training plans.  By extracting 

digital information from the threads of our clothing it is possible 

to build a digital archive relating to our own body’s physiology.  

The coming decade will clearly see a rapid expansion in the 

numbers of people using wearable sensors for many applications 

in Health and Exercise. The availability of data in archived 

databases opens the way to comparing activities of people on a 

global scale, as has been seen with the Nike plus system where 

thousands of people are collectively running millions of miles.    

It also allows for personalization of systems in addition to 

giving us a better understanding of our personal lifestyle and 

health, and how we compare to others.  While this undoubtedly 

have many benefits in highlighting global trends, the ownership 

of this type of data still needs to be regulated and the privacy of 

individuals must be respected. Novel sensing technologies 

enable us to harvest large volumes of sensed information which 

must be used carefully and productively to benefit the whole 

population.            
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ABSTRACT
Triggered by a surge in amount of personal multimedia con-
tent, both stored locally or shared online, the systems for or-
ganisation, search and browsing of user-generated visual me-
dia have become increasingly important. This work presents
a number of user studies into effectiveness of interactive
search and browsing of personal photos and videos. The
study is conducted using a novel intuitive interactive inter-
face for browsing of large-scale image and video collections.
The system clusters the dataset by exploiting a highly ef-
ficient unsupervised graph-based clustering algorithm and
visualises the underlying dataset structure by the size and
spatial relations of displayed images. The extensive exper-
imental results of task-based user studies into search and
selection of personal photo collections demonstrated high
level of user satisfaction and good usability of the system
when compared to the existing systems for access to per-
sonal multimedia archives. Contrary to the task-based ex-
periments, the experience of the studies of spontaneous us-
age of personal archives introduces overwhelming challenges
in quantifying experimental results. Nevertheless, the sub-
jective qualitative evaluation consistently revealed positive
user experience of cross-user interaction in photo sharing
when using the proposed interface.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]:
Content Analysis and Indexing—Abstracting methods; H.3.7
[INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]:
Digital Libraries—User issues; H.5.2 [INFORMATION
INTERFACES AND PRESENTATION]: User Inter-
faces—Graphical user interfaces, Screen design, User-centred
design

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Design, Experimentation, Human
Factors

Keywords
User study, personal photo collections, image browsing, HCI,
image clustering

1. INTRODUCTION
The dramatic proliferation of personal digital content, gener-
ated by users themselves as well as the omnipresent capture
devices that surround us, has transformed the way content is
maintained, managed and exploited. Driven by the contin-
ually changing environment and the need for effective man-
agement of large-scale multimedia datasets, there is a strong
demand for efficient and flexible way of interaction with the
digital content. Personal media devices such as digital cam-
era or video recorders have become a commonplace. Users
can easily take hundreds of photos and video clips on a daily
bases, but only a few generate meaningful annotations to
facilitate automated structuring and management of those
large personal media archives. This implies that the user’s
local storage is filled with photos and video clips in an un-
ordered manner. The problem of structuring, browsing and
retrieving content from such collections is becoming a major
challenge of multimedia management systems.

The two major existing approaches that tackle this problem
either require incremental and interactive manual annota-
tion, or generate annotation automatically using content-
based media analysis, computer vision and machine learn-
ing. However, due to users reluctance to manually label large
quantities of data, of the problem of semantic gap between
the low level features and high-level semantic understand-
ing of the media, the automated annotation has not deliver
satisfying results.

The system presented in this paper makes a shift towards
more user-centred design of interactive image and video search
and browsing by augmenting user’s interaction with content
rather than learning the way users create related seman-
tics. This shift enables not only efficient retrieval of the de-
sired content, but offers more intuitive access to vast visual
data and often gives unexpected perspective of the explored
dataset. Finally, this approach facilitates more intuitive and
effortless browsing, enabling exploitation of the system by a
wider user base.

The paper presents four user studies of the search and brows-
ing interface, incorporating experiences of personal photo
and video browsing and retrieval, as well as cross-user in-
teraction with large-scale shared personal archives. The
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results show very positive user experience when using the
proposed interface, especially while browsing or selecting a
subset of content from the archive. In addition, the user
study brought difficulties in quantifying evaluation results
of the spontaneous usage of the system, while the results of
task-based experiments were robust and consistent.

The work related to this research area is presented in Sec-
tion 2, while the Section 3 brings the methodology used in
designing and implementing the browsing interface. In or-
der to evaluate the presented system Section 4 describes the
experimental setup, while Section 5 discusses the achieved
results and outline the future plans.

2. RELATED WORK
There has been a lot of effort put in the scientific research
as well as commercial development of user-friendly image
and video browsing applications. Most of the browsing ap-
plications are based on the time domain clustering of the
personal photo collections, having the temporal metadata
readily available from the digital cameras. The applications
simply cluster the images based on the time when the photo
or video clip was generated [1] [2] [3]. But the disadvantage
of this approach is that the user needs to type manually
an event name for a group of photos, which can be inexact
and unreasonable given the fact that events can span more
groups and vice versa.

Triggered by the proliferation of global positioning system
(GPS) technology, some of the new applications are using
the image similarity based on the location where the opera-
tor took the photos [4] [5]. Being an emerging technology in
this context, GPS modules are still rarely built into the cam-
era, so users often need to assign the location information
manually.

Recently, some commercial applications introduced semi-
automated annotation of images by using the face recogni-
tion technology [5]. The application first detects face region
in the photo and then attempts to identify and tag the image
by using face similarity algorithm. However, this approach
is unfeasible for many photos, such as landscape photos, an-
imals, etc., since people are not always the major subjects
in a captured scene.

There have been a number of approaches to develop visu-
alisation that would augment the usability of interfaces to
large image collections. In [6], Huynh et. al. introduced
a method that trades off screen space for better presenta-
tion of temporal order in photos. In addition, some systems
utilised methodologies to analyse the underlying data struc-
tures to present image collections [7] in a more accessible
way.

However, the interaction with large visual collections has not
been addressed in an intuitive way. Derived from its defini-
tion in [8], intuition implies correlation between system in-
ference and the user’s expectations. By following this defini-
tion, we developed an intuitive interactive interface (dubbed
FreeEye) for browsing of large image and video collections,
based on the efficient image clustering method and interac-
tive hierarchical interface.

In order to facilitate interactive browsing of video content by
the means of the FreeEye interface, the proposed system ef-
ficiently extracts a set of representative key-frames from the
sequences present in the repository by unsupervised cluster-
ing methodology. There is a number of similar approaches
that utilise unsupervised clustering in the process of key-
frame extraction. An efficient clustering method has been
utilised in [9] [10], where K-means algorithm is used to clas-
sify data into a fixed number of groups, starting from a ran-
dom initial partitioning. In [11], an unsupervised clustering
based approach was introduced to select key-frames within
predetermined shot boundaries.

Similarity comparison using a shot histogram analysis and
subsequent clustering is carried out within each shot to au-
tomatically select the most representative key-frames. A
comprehensive overview of work focusing on evaluation and
user studies of video browsing and summarisation methods
was presented in [12]. Focusing on the frame saliency and
importance in the video summarisation context, a number
of graph-based methods have been proposed [13] [14] [15].
However, the efficiency of these approaches heavily depends
upon the size of the dataset, due to a high complexity of
the spectral analysis exploited in their graph representa-
tion. Nevertheless, there have been proposals to analyse
visual similarity in the graph-based context with almost lin-
ear complexity to the number of nodes in the graph repre-
sentation. Developed for efficient image segmentation, the
algorithm presented in [16] introduces a graph predicate that
keeps the notion of global features while making fast deci-
sions locally.

In order to study implication of the proposed browsing in-
terface to the critical practice of photo sharing [17] and col-
laborative experience of storytelling [18], this paper brings
a detailed study of cross-user experience of the interaction
with large-scale personal archives.

3. BROWSING INTERFACE
In order to interactively browse large image and video collec-
tions, the browsing interface follows the idea of ranked image
representation, where more relevant images should be more
apparent and thus displayed bigger. This is supported by
a hierarchical layout of images on the screen. When user
selects an image from the displayed dataset by clicking, the
image is relocated to the centre, while the remaining data
is retrieved from the repository and arranged on the screen.
By doing this, the user practically moves the centre of per-
spective from which the collection is explored.

The image browsing system comprises two main modules:
image clustering engine and the interface generation, as de-
picted in the Figure 1. The image rank in a generated dis-
play is proportional to the similarity measure between user-
selected central image and other images from the dataset.
The choice of the similarity metric is completely indepen-
dent of the proposed clustering engine and interactive in-
terface, enabling generic applications of this system. In this
paper we conducted user-tests exploiting two descriptors: an
three dimensional RGB colour histogram and the timecode
field from the photo’s Exif data. The video sequences are
abstracted by a set of key-frames, efficiently extracted by
using our previous work on video summarisation [15].
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Figure 1: Building blocks of the image browsing interface

3.1 Image Clustering
To achieve system scalability and algorithm complexity nearly
linear to the number of key-frames, a graph based clustering
algorithm is utilised[16]. Its ability to preserve detail in low-
variability clusters while ignoring detail in high-variability
regions maintains notion of global features of the dataset in
the process of making greedy decisions locally. The graph
G = (V, E), is formed so that each image corresponds to a
node vi ∈ V , and the images are connected by undirected
edges (vi, vj) ∈ E. Weights of each edge w(vi, vj) measure
the dissimilarity between the two corresponding images.

The graph node grouping is defined by a graph predicate
D(c1, c2) : Ext(c1, c2) > mInt(c1, c2), which evaluates if the
two clusters c1 and c2 should stay disconnected by compar-
ing inter and intra cluster differences as depicted in Figure 2.
The internal difference of a cluster c is defined as the largest
weight in the minimum spanning tree MST (c, E) of the clus-
ter c:

Int(c) = max
e∈MST (c,E)

w(e) (1)

The joint internal difference measure mInt(c1, c2) is there-
fore given as:

mInt = min(Int(c1) + τ(c1), Int(c2) + τ(c2)) (2)

The external difference between two clusters Ext(c1, c2) is
the minimum distance between the two nodes that are mem-
bers of different clusters:

Ext(c1, c2) = min
vi∈c1,vj∈c2

w(vi, vj) (3)

The threshold function τ(c) = k/|c|, where k is some con-
stant parameter and |c| denotes the size of c, controls the
degree to which the difference between the two components
must be greater than their internal differences. The intra
component difference is defined as the minimal weight edge
connecting the two components. The technique adaptively
adjusts the merging criterion based on the degree of vari-
ability in neighbouring regions of the dataset. The node

v
i

min w(v
i
, v

j
)

v
j

v
k

min w(e)

Figure 2: Graph predicate utilised in the clustering
module.

grouping is iteratively repeated until there is no more com-
ponent merging.

3.2 Interface Design
Following the idea of ranked image representation, our aim
is to generate an intuitive and easily-readable interface by
conveying the significance of an image from the dataset by
its displayed size. Any function that evaluates the signif-
icance is highly dependent upon the application. In our
case, the objective is to facilitate intuitive interaction with
large-scale personal archive. Therefore, the interface should
clearly present visual content that is dominant throughout
the analysed dataset, as well as to present some unantici-
pated content.

More generally speaking, the task of comprehending large-
scale collections solely by the means of interaction and brows-
ing, the user interface needs to achieve a balance between
the process that duly favours dominant information and the
discovery of the content that is poorly, if at all, represented
on the screen. Keeping this balance is important especially
in case of visual cognition, where introduction of unantici-
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Figure 3: Example of the image browsing interface
FreeEye

pated visual stimuli can dramatically change the conveyed
meaning of represented content. In a series of experiments
conducted to indicate the usefulness and effectiveness of film
editing [19], Russian filmmaker Lev Kuleshov (circa 1918)
demonstrated that juxtaposing an identical shot with dif-
ferent appendixes induces completely different meaning of
the shot in audiences. In other words, the conveyed mean-
ing is created by relation and variance between representing
elements of visual content. This idea of emphasising differ-
ence, complexity, and non-self-identity rather than favouring
commonality and simplicity and seeking unifying principles
is well established in linguistics and philosophy of meaning
through theory of deconstruction, forged by French philoso-
pher Jacques Derrida in the 1960s [20].

Following this paradigm, the interactive interface is gener-
ated following two main objectives: i) to visually convey
data structure extracted in the image clustering stage ii) to
achieve intuitive interaction by balancing content represen-
tation and knowledge discovery. The interface design follows
support of the hierarchical groupings generated by the clus-
tering engine. The centre image is maximised and displayed
at 100% of its size. If the user clicks on an image, the im-
age will move to the centre of the refreshed screen, and the
remaining display layout will reform in order to represent
images in the vicinity of the central image. The immediate
neighbourhood is represented with 12 most similar images
from the same cluster encircling the central image. These
images are displayed at 50% their original size. The next
layer encircling the central cluster contains 36 images dis-
played at 25% size, separated into two parts: four edges
and four corners. The 32 images located at the four edges
are representing the centres of clusters closest to the central
image. To support knowledge discovery and help users lo-
cating other areas of interest, four random pictures from the
set of unrepresented images are located at four corners of the
screen. Every time the user clicks, the system iteratively re-
arranges all images as described above. An example of the
interface is given in Figure 3.

4. USER STUDIES
The proposed interactive search and browsing interface has
been evaluated in three different application scenarios. The
first scenario comprised an image search task in minimal
time, focusing on the overall intuitiveness and efficiency of
the system. The second user study comprised three sub-
tasks of selecting a set of personal photos depicting an event,
a holiday and the whole year. Finally, in order to investi-
gate usability of the system in a collaborative and sharing
context, a cross-user photo selection task was set and eval-
uated.

4.1 Interactive image search
The image repository used is a selection of cca. 3000 colour
images from the Corel image database. In order to test the
effectiveness of the search and browsing tool, the database
subset includes multiple semantic concepts such as the wild
animals (leopard, eagle, fox, etc.), nature scenery (forest,
ocean, etc.), historical buildings (western temples, Asian
buildings, etc.), portrait, plants (flower, garden, etc), etc.

The subjective tests were conducted by inviting 26 people
to join the challenge Find me a postcard [21]. The chal-
lenge comprised finding 5 images from a set of 3000 only
by means of interactive interface described above. Of 26
people involved, 18 persons were male, and 17 had the ad-
vanced computer knowledge. All users were using the tool
for the first time and the only requirement was to have a
basic knowledge of manipulation with a mouse. The gender,
racial and cultural diversity of the subjects was balanced.

The task was to find the 5 fixed images in the predefined or-
der. The content of the five images was varied, as presented
in the Figure 4. We recorded the full browsing system state
for every user step, which included indexes of all images on
the screen, their positions, user selection and timing. This
has enabled us to fully reproduce the browsing process for
each user and analyse achieved results.

Figure 4: Images used as queries in the interactive
image search task

The basic statistics of the experimental results shows that
the average time for a user to finish the whole experiment
is 8 minutes and 20 seconds in 50 mouse clicks. This gives
an average of around 100 seconds time and 10 mouse clicks
needed for a user to find an image from the database of 3000
images. Assuming that in the case of thumbnail presenta-
tion users need to inspect all images from the data set, the
average number of images inspected by using the FreeEye
tool is 6 times smaller.
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In order to evaluate the interface intuitiveness, the user his-
tory records were studied. The Figure 5 shows exemplar
browsing paths for every task i = 1, 2, ..., 5, given as the dis-
tance δi(p) between the target image and the selected image
at the progress stage p on browsing path from the start of
the task until the targeted image was found.
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Figure 5: Convergence of browsing paths towards
the target images

From all 5 browsing paths, it is observable that after only a
few clicks, the distance δi(p) between the current and tar-
get image dramatically fall towards zero. This means that
the users were rapidly converging towards the goal of the
task just after a couple of clicks, implying system’s intuitive
character. This trend is obvious in the 2nd, 3rd and 5th

task, while for the initial task and the 4th task it was more
difficult.
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Figure 6: Distribution of clicks for each task in the
interactive image search challenge

Since the timing and user clicks directly depend upon the
difficulty of the task, we studied the distribution D(n) of the
number of user clicks n required to find the target image in
the database. From the approximated distribution depicted
in the Figure 6, it can be observed that the distributions be-
came increasingly skewed in a positive sense (right-skewed)
as the users progress through the tasks. This represents that
more users require less iterations to find the desired image
as they use the interface. This characteristic demonstrates

that without any assistance, users intuitively learn how to
efficiently use the interface, regardless of the task difficulty.
The same conclusions were made while studying the distri-
bution of time required to find the desired image for each
user.

Figure 7: Spatial distribution of user clicks in the
interactive image search task

In addition to the click and time statistics, we have stud-
ied the spatial distribution of positions of images selected
by users. As depicted in the Figure 7, where the region
brightness represents frequency of its selection, images in
the second level (neighbouring frames of the central image)
are selected more often than images in the third level. How-
ever, some of the random images in the four corners were
occasionally selected, mainly to move away from the cur-
rently displayed set of images and test where they would
take the user in his search attempt. Furthermore, the top
area of the second level was slightly more popular than bot-
tom area, while the right side was a more popular than left
side.

4.2 Photo selection task
In order to evaluate the proposed system in a photo selection
scenario, we conducted five user trials [22]. The recruited
participants were 3 women and 2 men aged 24-32, and all
but one had a computer science background. For each trial
the participant brought a set of their own digital photos.
The number of photos brought by each participant ranged
from 1385 to 1664. For each participant there were three
separate tasks. The first task was to select photographs
from a short-time event (1-2 days) to be sent by email to
someone. The second task was to select photographs from
a long time event (more than two days) to be uploaded to a
web page or shown to someone. The third task was to select
photographs for a book representing events and happenings
in the past 6-12 months. For each task the participants
were asked to think about specific people they would show
the photographs to. The selected photographs were not ac-
tually sent or shown to anyone outside the trials. After each
task the participants were asked a set of questions about
the tool, the event, and photographs. The participants were
also asked to give a score from 1-5 on how well the tools rep-
resented the events, how well the tool helped them to find
photographs, and how the tool compared to their regular
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selected
photos

time
spent

clicks sec/click sec/photo

Task 1 10.4 1:52 16.8 6.65 10.7
Task 2 15.6 5:36 49.2 6.82 21.5
Task 3 23.4 6:16 56.6 6.65 16.1

Table 1: Quantitative results of the user study

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 ALL

How well the tool
helped to select?

3.9 3.1 4.1 3.7

How well the selected
photos reflected the
event?

4.5 3.9 4.6 4.3

Compared to regular
way of selection

4.2 3.3 4.1 3.9

Table 2: User satisfaction results

ways of selecting photographs. The answers to these ques-
tions are summarised in Table 2. For each task the number
of clicks and the time spent was measured, as well as the
number of photos selected (see Table 1).

The short events the participants searched photos for were
a birthday party, roller skating, and holiday trips. For the
long events the participants all had a trip: hiking, traveling,
and a long roller skating trip. For the yearbook task whole
set of images was used and no temporal or event restrictions
were given. The participants selected about 10-20 in each
task to be sent to friends, family, or people who were in the
photographs. In the case of the yearbook, the participants
made the book mainly for themselves and planned to show
it to friends and family.

The participants were satisfied on how well the photos they
selected represented the event. In the long event task (task
2) they reported that they felt that they missed some pho-
tographs they would have liked to have. In the short event
they felt that no photographs were missing, and in the year-
book task one participant reported that he got almost all
of them, and another participant felt that she missed 5-6
photographs. As seen in Table 2, the participants were very
happy with the photographs they had selected in tasks 1 and
3. In task 2 they thought they had missed some, but felt
content anyway.

Overall, the FreeEye tool was scored high in our trials. As
shown in Table 2, the overall average score for how well the
tool helped the user in selecting photographs was 3.7 on a
scale from 1-5 (1=very bad, 5=very good). Compared to
the participants regular ways of selecting photographs for
similar tasks it scored 3.9 on a scale of 1-5 where 3 was as
good as their regular one and 5 was much better. All but
one of the participants used Windows operating system’s
user interface to select their photographs, and the tool was
considered better than Windows OS (average score of 4.1).
The one participant used Picasa and he thought the tool

was as good as Picasa (score of 3).

Generally the tool was thought to be good in recollecting
events and photographs taken. The way in which it showed
forgotten photographs was mentioned as a positive thing.
One of the main issues the participants had with the tool
was that if they had a particular photograph in their mind, it
was not always easily found. Especially Task 2 (long event)
was considered harder to do than the other tasks because
there were more pictures than in a short event and unlike
the yearbook task, the long event was restricted in time.
The quantitative data in Table 1 supports this: more time
was spent per chosen photograph than in the other tasks,
although the time spent between clicks was not significantly
different.

4.3 Cross-user photo selection and browsing
In this user study, the aim was to evaluate the bias present
if the owner recalls the perceptual features of a specifically
targeted photo when compared to a person who doesn’t.
This was achieved by cross-sharing of photos taken at the
same event between two friends. Therefore, in our fourth
experiment, we invited 5 couples of friends who own a sig-
nificant collection of photos of the same event (on an average
each participant contributed with 1500 photos). The task
directions for both users were as follows:

• Long: choose a long event and photos from that event
(longer than 2 days)

• YearBook: select photos for a yearbook for yourself

• Gift: select photos to give to a person as a gift on a
CD-ROM/USB stick/website

• Long (cross-user): from a long event that you par-
ticipated, choose photos to share

In order to evaluate the user experience, users were asked to
grade their responses to following questions:

Q1 On a scale of 1-5 (1=terrible, 5=excellent), how well
did tool help you find what you wanted?

Q2 On a scale of 1-5 (1=terrible, 5=excellent), how well
do the selected photos reflect the event? (for Long and
YearBook tasks)

Q3 On a scale of 1-5 (1=terrible, 5=excellent), how good
a gift the photos would be? (for Gift task)

Q4 On a scale of 1-5 (1=terrible, 5=excellent), how well
did the tool help you in selecting photos for sharing?

Q5 On a scale of 1-5 (1=much worse, 5=much better),
how would you rate this tool compared to what you
normally use?

The quantitative results to user satisfaction are given in Ta-
ble 3. It is observable that the overall user response was
consistently positive with low deviation, when compared to
their everyday practice. This is especially the case with the
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Task Q1 Q2/3 Q4 Q5

Long
4.0 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 0.7 3.6 ± 0.8
4.0 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.8

YearBook
4.0 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.8 4.2 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 0.7
4.0 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 0.6 4.1 ± 1.0

Gift
4.2 ± 0.6 4.4 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.6 3.8 ± 0.8
4.0 ± 0.7 4.5 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.6 3.9 ± 0.9

Table 3: Cross-user satisfaction results

final outcome, since Q2 and Q3 scored very high results.
The criticism was directed towards not being able to find
a specific photo and a feeling of missing some events com-
pletely.

However, the quantitative analysis of user clicks and timings
were inconsistent from user to user and from task to task,
so that no conclusion could be drawn. This result is inline
with the analysis of user-centred evaluation in interactive
information retrieval [23]. This aspect of our study will be
at the centre of our future studies in user-centric access to
personal visual archives.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a novel interactive interface
for intuitive search and browsing of image. The presented in-
terface is targeting a multitude of applications: from brows-
ing of personal photo collections, find specific photos for
short or long event to selecting a year photo book. From
the experimental results, the system is very usable and in-
tuitive, while offering pleasant browsing of visual data and
often offering new perspectives of the same dataset by mak-
ing surprising links between the data subsets. In addition,
the users could manipulate the visual interface without any
specific introduction. Finally, the knowledge discovery ele-
ment of four random images in the corners of the display
has been proven as a very useful tool of the interface.

Having in mind that our research interest is in building a
user interface that leverages available information to facil-
itate the photo browsing, search and selection process, not
to automate it, the results of the user studies are promis-
ing. The photo selection from increasingly large personal
collections is a common task for a variety of situations. For
that reason we have built a tool where the user is in charge
and does the final selection. In our tool we used only the
visual similarity information to help the user select photos
for emailing, uploading, or making a book. Surprisingly, the
visual similarity was considered helpful and as the scores
of our trial show the participants were quite happy with the
tool and the selected photographs. The evaluation outcomes
can be summarised as follows:

• The selected photographs reflected the events very well
(4.3/5)

• The tool was considered helpful (3.7/5), and better or
as good as their existing ones (3.9/5)

• The participants selected on average 10-23 photographs,
and spent from 2-6 minutes in selecting the photographs.

What we learned from our trial was that our tool seems to
work well with personal collections: the participants knew
their own photographs which helped them to feel in control.
This became especially clear with one participant who had in
her collection also photographs taken by someone else. This
caused confusion and a feeling of being lost. The strength of
our tool is that it is a general tool that is not coupled with
any particular task or with any particular system. The other
main strength is that according to our user trial, people
found it useful and helpful.
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, there has been a tremendous increase in per-
sonal media data stored on people’s PCs, mobile devices, and
social media sites in the web. Additionally, people are in-
creasingly collaborating and interacting by sharing and com-
menting media items. These trends call for retrieval services
integrating resources heterogeneous in update frequencies,
media types, and size. In this context, peer-to-peer (P2P)
technologies offer interesting solutions. When performing a
query on certain types of P2P networks, resource selection is
important. Compact summaries (i.e. resource descriptions)
of each peer’s data collection are known to other peers and
used by them in order to determine promising peers for a
given query. Summaries have to describe not only textual
information, content-based media features, and information
about date and time, but also the locations where e.g. im-
ages were taken, videos were recorded, or to which a user
travelled. The present paper proposes and evaluates differ-
ent resource selection techniques based on descriptions of the
geographic footprint of personal media archives when query-
ing for media items that are geographically close to a given
query location. These techniques are not restricted to P2P
networks and can e.g. be applied in hybrid index structures
or distributed IR systems in general.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H3.3 Information
Storage and Retrieval: Information Search and Retrieval
[Search process, Selection process ]; H3.4 Information Stor-
age and Retrieval: Systems and Software [Distributed sys-
tems, Performance evaluation]

General Terms: Algorithms, Performance

Keywords: Resource Selection, Peer-to-Peer IR, Multime-
dia IR, Summarization

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a tremendous increase in personal media

data during the last years. People write blogs, twitter about
their lives, and use remote photo and video communities.
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Besides customized services such as Flickr or Youtube, cloud
services offer more general storage facilities (e.g. https:

//one.ubuntu.com/, all URLs last visited on 13.1.10). In
addition, personal information management (PIM) becomes
important to administer e-mail accounts, personal contacts,
appointments, tasks, and notes accessible from multiple de-
vices. Consequently, heterogeneous online resources differ-
ing in size, media type, and update characteristics have to
be administered [18]. Besides storing personal media items,
people tend to share these items with friends and interact
with each other by collaboratively tagging or commenting
on various items.

In our scenario, personal media archives are administered
in a P2P system. All media items of an archive are stored
locally on the peer’s/user’s personal device without a need
to store items on remote servers hosted by service providers
such as Flickr or Youtube. Besides avoiding dependance on
service providers as informational gatekeepers, no expensive
infrastructure has to be maintained by applying a scalable
P2P protocol such as Rumorama [20]. Idle computing power
in times of inactivity can be used to maintain, analyze and
enrich media items. For the purpose of sharing and collab-
oration, friends or groups can be granted access to certain
media items of a peer/user.

PMA desc. text

PMA desc. low!level
personal�media archive (PMA)

mediamedia

textual contenttextual content

low!level featureslow!level features

…
…

…
PMA desc. time

PMA�desc.�geo

media

item

media

item
timestampstimestamps

geographic footprintgeographic footprint

…

…

…
…

Figure 1: Criteria for media archive selection.

In order to facilitate retrieval, media items are described
by four criteria: 1) textual content, 2) low-level features, 3)
timestamps, and 4) a geographic footprint. Personal media
archives containing multiple media items can thus be repre-
sented by four corresponding summaries (cf. Fig. 1) allowing
for efficient and effective archive selection when processing
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a given query. In literature many approaches for P2P infor-
mation retrieval (IR) can be found (cf. Sect. 2). However,
these approaches mostly do not consider a unified search
scenario combining all criteria from Fig. 1. To our best
knowledge, the approach outlined here is the first with this
target in mind. We analyze geographic resource description
and selection techniques in this paper (highlighted in Fig.
1). Different geo-summaries are evaluated w.r.t. geographic
nearest neighbor queries in Sect. 4. Techniques for sum-
marizing textual and media content information in form of
high-dimensional, real-valued feature vectors have already
been proposed (cf. [6, 11] for example). Summarization of
time and date information seems possible by a combina-
tion of clustering and histogram techniques (cf. Sect. 2). Of
course, resource ranking based on a single criterion is only
a first step. When querying for multiple criteria, individ-
ual resource rankings can be merged by applying a merging
algorithm for ranked lists (cf. [3]).

Our approach is based on, but not restricted to, Rumo-
rama [20], a scalable P2P protocol building hierarchies of
PlanetP-like networks accessible by an efficient multicast.
In PlanetP [11], randomized rumor spreading assures that
every peer knows summaries of all other peers in the net-
work. Summarizations of other peers’ data provide the basis
for query routing decisions, i.e. which peers to contact dur-
ing query processing. While we examine peer summaries for
geographic data in PlanetP-like middle-sized networks, re-
sults can be applied within large-scale Rumorama-like P2P
networks. We also believe that results can be transferred to
other application domains (cf. Sect. 2). Additionally, sum-
marizations can be visualized (cf. Fig. 2 and 4). This might
be beneficial for interactive retrieval e.g. by providing a vi-
sual overview of personal media archives for a huge number
of archives with low bandwidth requirements.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
overview on related work. In Section 3 we describe the re-
source description and selection techniques we employ. The
experiments are part of Section 4. Here, we use two col-
lections of geotagged images with user-information which
allows for a realistic, user-oriented distribution of images to
resources. Section 5 consists of a conclusion and an outlook
on future work.

2. RELATED WORK
P2P IR systems can be classified into several groups. Sys-

tems such as PlanetP [11] and Rumorama [20] follow a se-
mantic query routing approach based on resource descrip-
tions generated and transmitted by every peer.

The second group of approaches are semantic overlay net-
works (e.g. [14]) where the content of the peer’s data de-
fines its place in the network topology. Peers are organized
by semantic clusters and within query execution the query
has to be forwarded to the most promising clusters. Here,
the simultaneous indexing of multiple criteria as depicted in
Fig. 1 would require the definition of a similarity between
peers and images combining e.g. geographic and image con-
tent information. Alternatively, multiple overlays might be
maintained.

A third class of P2P systems are structured networks such
as distributed hashtables (DHTs). Novak et al. [7] present
a large-scale architecture based on DHTs. Within DHTs,
indexing data is transferred to remote peers with every peer
being responsible for a certain range of the feature space.

Presumably, correlations between different criteria (e.g. ge-
ographic and image content information) are difficult to ex-
ploit. If we e.g. assume an image from the Sahara Desert
with shades of beige sand and blue sky, different peers might
be responsible for indexing the geographic and the image
content information. Therefore, when distributing the in-
dexing data of the Sahara image, querying for it, or remov-
ing it from the network, (at least) two different peers have
to be contacted. In the case of high-dimensional feature vec-
tors, a problem within structured P2P networks is the load
imposed onto the network when inserting new documents.
If many peers do this at the same time, the insertion of
data might become a bottleneck. Therefore, both, super-
peer as well as summarization techniques are used within
DHTs. While super-peer approaches are out of the scope of
this paper, the strategy of creating peer summaries that are
later indexed in a DHT is e.g. applied in [15] for content-
based image features. In general, there is a convergence of
structured and unstructured P2P networks with many hy-
brid approaches. DHTs have also been applied for social
(semantic) desktops, e.g. in the Nepomuk project (http:
//nepomuk.semanticdesktop.org), which supports collabo-
rative PIM and the sharing of media items. Nepomuk allows
full-text search in combination with RDF-based queries. We
see our work complementary in two directions. First, it tries
to overcome some limitations of DHTs. Second, it allows
for content-based multimedia retrieval enhanced with geo-
graphic nearest neighbor queries.

There is plenty of work on resource selection in traditional,
distributed IR—especially for text data (for references see
e.g. [18]). Most of the proposed resource descriptions are
designed to maximize retrieval quality within the context of
server selection. Within such a client/server scenario, space
efficiency of resource descriptions is less important. Hence,
summaries in distributed IR are usually less space efficient
than the ones we are looking at.

Clustering (cf. [9]) might be used to represent collections
of geo-locations by their centroids. Recently, cluster hulls
have been proposed that summarize sets of geo-locations by
several convex hulls [13]. We expect the summaries gener-
ated by these techniques to be less space efficient than the
most promising approaches from Section 3. Here, image lo-
cations are assigned to the closest reference vector, which
can be interpreted as a special form of clustering, leading to
space efficient resource descriptions.

Tree-based index structures are also related to this work
(cf. R-tree and variants [12, 16]). The decision of choosing
the best subtree is similar to the peer selection problem.
Summaries in the P2P context correspond to summaries
maintained in the nodes of a tree (e.g. bounding boxes).
Becker et al. [2] present an algorithm for summarizing a
set of bounding boxes by two bounding boxes minimizing
the area that is covered. Chen et al. [5] propose several
threshold-based algorithms to split a single bounding box
into several smaller ones in order to reduce the space within
a bounding box that is not covered by any indexing data.
These approaches demonstrate that there is optimization
potential with the representation of geo-regions in spatial
access structures. However the mentioned approaches stick
with bounding boxes and the approaches presented in this
paper might be interesting alternatives in this application
field. A detailled comparison will be part of future work.

Our summarization techniques might also be applied
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within sensor [10] as well as ad hoc networks [15]. Because of
limited processing power, bandwidth and energy capacities
it is essential that aggregation techniques used within sensor
networks are based on local information with a clear focus
on space efficiency. Lupu et al. [15] present an interesting
approach for ad hoc information sharing based on mobile
devices when people meet at certain events or places. Here,
it might not be feasible to share the complete data but only
summarized information.

Compact resource descriptions might also be valuable for
geographically focused crawling [1]. If a service provides
summaries of the geographic extend covered by a certain
website or media archive, a crawler could estimate the po-
tential usefulness of this resource for its focused crawling
task before actually visiting the source. This way, crawl
efficiency can be improved by preventing the crawler from
analyzing too many irrelevant pages. Geoparsing of web
pages as well as downloading large sets of images in order
to extract EXIF information can be avoided.

3. RESOURCE DESCRIPTION & SELEC-

TION FOR GEOGRAPHIC QUERIES
The description and selection of resources is common in

distributed IR (cf. Sect. 2). In general, there is a trade-
off between the quality of resource descriptions and their
size. Larger summaries can encode more information and
should therefore allow for better resource selection. Within
most of the distributed IR literature there is a clear focus on
the quality of the resource descriptions. Often, only few re-
sources with static data are analyzed making space efficiency
of the resource descriptions not the main optimization tar-
get. We, on the contrary, need to find a more balanced
solution. For our scenario it is essential to apply summaries
that are space efficient and at the same time meaningful and
selective enough to allow for efficient and effective resource
selection, mainly because of two reasons. First, PlanetP-like
networks might consist of more resources than many other
systems in distributed IR. Second, resources might (re)join
the network and the content administered by the resources
might change frequently triggering new resource descriptions
to be generated and sent.

Resource selection is performed by ranking the peers based
on a set of resource descriptions, the query location and
maybe some additional information such as reference points.
The peer ranking defines the order in which peers are be-
ing contacted during query processing. When searching for
the k closest images w.r.t. a query location, the peer rank-
ing should reflect that peers administering a bigger fraction
out of the top-k images receive a higher rank than peers
maintaining a smaller fraction of top-k images.

In the following we will present four different resource de-
scription and corresponding selection techniques. The selec-
tivity of three of the resource description techniques is briefly
analyzed in [4]. Query processing is not discussed in [4].
Thus, the design and analysis of different resource selection
techniques for k nearest neighbor queries and the improve-
ment of the most promising resource description techniques
are the main contribution of this paper.

Bounding Boxes (BB)

When using BB as resource description every peer computes
a bounding box over the geographic coordinates of its image

collection (cf. Fig. 2, left). We encode a latitude/longitude-
pair (for short: lat/lon-pair) with 8 bytes, 4 for latitude and
4 for longitude. Therefore, we require 8∗2 bytes of raw data
for the bounding box (i.e. two lat/lon-pairs, e.g. the lower
left and upper right corner).

Peer ranking is performed as follows. If a peer pa con-
tains the query location within its bounding box whereas
peer pb does not, peer pa is ranked higher than peer pb and
vice versa. In case the query location lies within the bound-
ing box of both peers pa and pb, the size of a peer (i.e. the
number of images a peer administers) is used as an addi-
tional criterion. Peers with more images are ranked higher
than peers with fewer images. If neither peer pa nor peer pb

contains the query within its resource description, the peer
with the smaller minimum distance from the query location
to its bounding box is preferred. We assume a spherical
model of the earth with a radius of 6, 371 km. If not stated
otherwise, we use Haversine distance [17] to compute the
distance between two points on the sphere.

Grid-based Summaries (GRIDr)

In a second approach, the geographic coordinate space is
represented as a grid (cf. Fig. 2, middle). A parameter r is
used to define the number of rows of the grid. The number
of columns is twice the number of rows since longitude range
is twice as big as latitude range. The range of a grid cell (in

degrees) is determined by 180
◦

r
= 360

◦

2r
in the latitude and

longitude domain. This simplified view is e.g. also applied
in [8] and results in non-uniform grid cell sizes on the sphere.
We gain selectivity and retrieval performance by increasing
the number of grid cells at the price of additional storage
overhead partially compensated through compression tech-
niques (cf. Sect. 4.4). Every grid cell is represented by a
single bit. If one or more image locations fall into a certain
cell, the corresponding bit is set to 1. Otherwise, it remains
0. Within the summary, bit positions are determined hori-
zontally from left to right and from bottom to top. Effects
of alternative strategies on compression will be evaluated in
future work.

During peer ranking the grid cell containing the query lo-
cation is determined. If peer pa has an image within this cell
whereas peer pb has not, peer pa is ranked higher than peer
pb and vice versa. We also consider neighboring grid cells.
If either both or none of peer pa and peer pb have an image
located within the cell containing the query location, GRID
considers the neighboring cells recursively until a ranking
decision can be made. So, in the first round the ranking
decision is always based on a single cell; in the second round
it is in most cases1 based on 1 + 8 = 9 cells and in the third
round on 1 + 8 + 16 = 25 cells and so on. The ranking cri-
terion in every round is the number of grid cells containing
one or more image location(s) (the more the better).

Highly Fine-grained Summaries (HFSn)

In this case we use resource descriptions originally designed
for summarizing image content based on the color distri-
bution or texture of an image [6]. We randomly choose a
set of n image locations from the global image collection as

1This is not always the case since there might be no neighboring
cells in a certain direction, e.g. as soon as a cell in the north
or south is reached. Of course, at the 180-degree meridian we
assume that there is no boundary and neighborhood relations are
valid in both directions.
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Figure 2: Visualizing summary creation for BB (left), GRID4 (middle) and HFS8/UFS8 (right: “ corresponds
to reference points). Four images are geotagged, indicated as x.

reference points. This set of reference points is known to
all peers2. Every image of a peer’s local image collection is
afterwards assigned to the closest reference point according
to Haversine distance (cf. Fig. 2, right). Hereby, a cluster
histogram is computed counting how many image locations
of a peer’s collection are closest to a certain reference point,
i.e. cluster centroid cj (1 ≤ j ≤ n).

Peer ranking is performed as follows. The reference points
cj are sorted in ascending order according to Haversine dis-
tance w.r.t. the query. The first element of the sorted list
L corresponds to the cluster centroid being closest to the
query. Peers with more documents in this so called query
cluster are ranked higher than peers with fewer documents in
the query cluster. If two peers administer the same amount
of documents in the analyzed cluster, the next element out
of L is chosen and both peers are recursively ranked w.r.t.
the number of documents within this cluster.

Ultra Fine-grained Summaries (UFSn)

In contrast to HFS, UFS are based on a bit vector with the
bit at position j indicating if centroid j is the closest cen-
troid to one or more of a peer’s image locations. Therefore,
we obtain a bit vector of size n. Of course, there is some
loss of information when switching from HFS to UFS with n

staying constant. However, UFS have the potential of result-
ing in more space efficient resource descriptions. Potentially,
this allows for more centroids being used which might result
in similar or even improved retrieval performance compared
to HFS. Among other aspects, this will be evaluated in Sec-
tion 4.4.

4. EVALUATION
In the following we will present the data collections we

use (Sect. 4.1), some rough calculations and basic consider-
ations justifying the use of summarized geographic resource
descriptions (Sect. 4.2), main characteristics of the experi-
mental setting (Sect. 4.3) and the experiments themselves
(Sect. 4.4).

4.1 Data Collections
We use two data collections of geotagged images:
Geoflickr: During 2007 we crawled a large amount of

publicly available images which had been uploaded to Flickr.
In our scenario every Flickr user operates a peer of its own.
We therefore assign images to peers by means of the Flickr

2For CBIR, obtaining reference points from an external source
and distributing them with software updates is proposed in [6].
We believe that this strategy is directly applicable also for ge-
ographic data. Strategies for selecting the reference points are
evaluated in Sect. 4.4. Some peers could monitor the distribution
of image locations in order to select appropriate reference points.
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Figure 3: Number of images per peer for Geoflickr
(5, 951 peers) and Geograph (2, 609 peers) collection.

user ID. All of the crawled images are geotagged. After some
data cleansing the Geoflickr collection consists of 406, 450
geotagged images from 5, 951 different users/peers.

Geograph: Geograph (http://www.geograph.org.uk/)
“aims to collect geographically representative photographs
and information for every square kilometre of Great Britain
and Ireland”. We downloaded the geotagged images and also
distributed them to peers in a user-centric approach. In our
scenario every Geograph participant operates a single peer;
2, 609 peers administer 246, 937 images in total.

The distribution of the number of images per peer is dis-
played for both collections in Figure 3. For both collec-
tions the distribution of the number of images per peer is
skew which is typical for P2P networks [11]. Approximately
the first 1% of the biggest peers per collection, i.e. the 60
biggest peers for the Geoflickr collection and 26 biggest peers
for the Geograph collection, administer 42.0% and 28.3% of
the collection’s images respectively. Whereas the biggest
peer of the Geoflickr collection maintains 8.8% of the im-
ages, the biggest peer of the Geograph collection maintains
3.5%. In opposition, approximately 20.7% and 17.7% of the
peers administer only a single image for the Geoflickr and
the Geograph collection respectively. Approximately 50% of
the images are maintained by 1.8% resp. 2.7% of the peers
for the Geoflickr and the Geograph collection.

Figure 4 shows the geographic distribution of image loca-
tions. The Geoflickr collection consists of photos taken in
various parts of the world with a focus on North America,
Europe and Japan. In contrast, images of the Geograph col-
lection are limited to the UK and Ireland with images more
densily located around urban areas such as e.g. London.

4.2 Estimating Data Transfer Volume
The use of resource description and selection techniques

is justifiable by several reasons. First, there might be sce-
narios e.g. in the context of ad hoc or sensor networks where
it is not feasible or desirable to transfer complete indexing
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Figure 4: Geographic distribution of image locations
for Geograph (top) and Geoflickr (bottom).

or sensor data (cf. Sect. 2). Second, resource descriptions
might be used as “aggregators” to boost efficiency of certain
types of applications such as focused crawling (cf. Sect. 2).
Third, in certain scenarios the use of summaries will be ben-
eficial compared to the transfer of full indexing data. Here,
the total cost3 of indexing (Cs

idx) and querying (Cs
q ) infor-

mation with the use of summarization techniques is smaller
than the cost of transferring unsummarized indexing data
Cu

idx. In the latter case resource selection becomes trivial,
because the complete query processing can be performed lo-
cally (Cu

q = 0). So, resource selection is beneficial in terms
of network traffic as long as:

C
s
idx + C

s
q < C

u
idx

We assume a message overhead mo for header information,
peer ID, timestamp, etc. and consider P resources and I

documents/images. Furthermore, midx denotes the size of
an index entry (e.g. 8 bytes in case of a lat/lon-pair) and ms

captures the average size of a resource description. Thus, in
a non-dynamic network where resources stay online all the
time and do not change their content, the cost of indexing
is denoted as:

C
s
idx = (mo + ms) ∗ P ∗ (P − 1)

C
u
idx = mo ∗ P ∗ (P − 1) + midx ∗ I ∗ (P − 1)

It follows that resource selection is beneficial as long as:

C
s
q < (P − 1) ∗ (midx ∗ I − ms ∗ P )

Thus, Cs
q has e.g. to be smaller than 15.8 GB and 4.5 GB

for Geoflickr and Geograph respectively assuming average
summary sizes of ms = 100 bytes (cf. Sect. 4.4).

3In a rough calculation cost is measured in terms of data vol-
ume that is transferred and ignoring the storage requirements for
replicating the indexing data.

An upper bound for the cost of querying summary-based
networks can be derived depending on the average number
of contacted peers f ∗P (0 ≤ f ≤ 1), the cost for sending the
query to a resource (mo + midx) and the cost for receiving
the result set (mo + midx ∗ k) where we assume that in the
worst case w.r.t. Cs

q all inquired peers send k result items:

C
s
q = Q ∗ f ∗ P ∗ (2mo + midx ∗ (k + 1))

For example, with UFS8192 on average 0.2% resp. 0.5% of
peers are contacted for Geoflickr and Geograph (cf. Sect. 4.4).
If we assume a message overhead of approximately 50 byte
and Q queries in total, Cs

q becomes 3.2 kB∗Q and 1.4 kB∗Q

for Geoflickr and Geograph indicating that under these con-
ditions roughly 5.0 million and 1.3 million queries can be
performed respectively, before exceeding the data volume
Cu

idx.
Obviously, overall network load in a PlanetP-like setting

also depends on the frequencies of peers (re)joining the net-
work and the characteristics of peers updating their docu-
ment collections. In general, the decision to use aggregated
resource descriptions rather than the data itself has to be
based on various network characteristics influenced by e.g.
the application scenario and the type(s) of data being in-
dexed.

Of course, there are further optimizations to our approach.
For example, peers maintaining only few images might trans-
fer the geo-locations directly whereas only big peers send ag-
gregated resource descriptions. Such a hybrid resource de-
scription strategy affords hybrid peer ranking schemes which
are not the scope of this work.

4.3 Experimental Setting
For every parameter combination we run at least 5, 000

queries. If a randomized selection of reference points is
needed we run 50 experiments with 100 queries each, which
also results in 5, 000 queries per parameter setting.

Space efficiency of different resource descriptions is mea-
sured by analyzing summary sizes (cf. Sect. 4.4). For com-
pressing the summaries we apply Java’s gzip implementa-
tion with default parameter values. Our measurements in-
clude serialization overhead necessary in order to distribute
the resource descriptions within the network.

We use two modes for selecting a geo-location as query.
First, we randomly choose a geo-location of an image from
the entire document collection (queryMode=1 ). Since we
do not remove the image with the query location, it is—
on average—more likely that a big peer contributes to the
retrieval result than a small peer because—on average—it is
more likely to choose the query from a big peer than from
a small peer. Second, we select a random peer and from
this peer we choose a geo-location of an image at random
(queryMode=2 ). Here, it is more likely that also a small
peer contributes to the top-k query results since peers are
chosen equiprobable.

When measuring retrieval performance we determine the
fraction of peers that needs to be contacted on average in
order to retrieve a certain fraction of the top-k image loca-
tions (k = 20) w.r.t. a given lat/lon-pair as query location.
The top-k geo-locations are computed using Vincenty dis-
tance [19]. Since we are interested in the quality of the
resource selection techniques, we analyze all of a peer’s im-
age locations as soon as it is contacted, because the top-k
image locations of a peer determined using Haversine dis-
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tance might differ from the top-k image locations computed
using Vincenty distance. In a real-world application, only
the top-k image locations will be transferred (together with
some additional information such as peer ID, etc.).

4.4 Experiments
At first, we evaluate retrieval performance of the BB ap-

proach (cf. Sect. 3). Figure 5 (left) on the next page shows
the fraction of peers contacted on average in order to retrieve
a certain fraction of the 20 closest image locations to a given
query location. For both collections it seems reasonable, in
the case where the bounding box of both peers pa and pb

contains the query location, to contact the peer that admin-
isters the larger number of images in total (bc:size). For
bc:bbsize and bc:bbrecipsize, in the case when both bound-
ing boxes of peers pa and pb contain the query location, an
approximated size and the reciprocal of the approximated
size of the bounding box is used respectively in order to
make a peer ranking decision; bc:bbsize ranks a peer with
larger approximated size of the bounding box higher while
bc:bbrecipsize prefers a peer with smaller approximated size
of the bounding box. For reasons of comparison, Fig. 5 (left)
also includes a ranking solely based on the number of images
a peer maintains (size). In this case, a peer is ranked higher
the more images it administers.

For the Geoflickr collection bc:bbrecipsize performs similar
to bc:size while preferring smaller peers since in general the
approximated size of their bounding box is smaller compared
to big peers. When solely ranking by peer size some big
peers are contacted at an early stage that cannot contribute
to the top-20.

It can be observed that for the Geograph collection the
performance gap between bc:size on the one hand and bc:bb-

size as well as bc:bbrecipsize on the other is more distinct
compared to Geoflickr at least w.r.t. the retrieval of e.g.
80% of the top-k images, because in this case neither the
approximated size of the bounding box nor the reciprocal
are an adequate indicator for estimating the true size of a
peer. In general, a ranking solely by peer size is less efficient
for Geograph than for Geoflickr when querying for all of the
top-20 image locations.

The size of a summary in the case of BB is 16 bytes for
the bounding box plus 27 bytes serialization overhead, so
43 bytes in total. As it is desirable to include the size of
a peer within the peer ranking process (bc:size), we assume
additional 2 bytes for peer size information which leads to
overall summary sizes of 45 bytes for BB (cf. Fig. 6).

BB performs better for the Geoflickr than for the Geo-
graph collection which is likely to be due to the fact that
for the latter there is more overlap among the bounding
boxes [4]. Compared to the resource selection techniques
presented in the following, BB performs worse. More peers
are contacted on average in order to retrieve a certain frac-
tion of the top-k query locations.

Retrieval performance of HFS/UFS is depicted in Fig. 5
(middle). As expected, differences in retrieval performance
between HFS and UFS diminish with increasing number of
summary bins n since the corresponding histograms become
more and more similar with many zeros and some summary
bin values set to 1. Of course, for HFS, the values of some
summary bins might still be bigger than 1, but with increas-
ing n this becomes rarer and rarer.

Using UFS seems worthwhile if in addition to retrieval
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Figure 6: Avg. summary sizes, gzip applied to all
but BB.

Geoflickr HFSn Geograph HFSn

n avg min max avg min max
1,024 87.4 75.1 349.9 104.7 75.5 808.3
4,096 111.2 88.1 937.2 144.6 88.7 1,810.7
8,192 131.6 103.6 1,482.6 174.8 105.0 2,643.7
16,384 168.7 135.9 2,278.7 223.1 137.6 3,778.9

Geoflickr UFSn Geograph UFSn

n avg min max avg min max
1,024 57.3 48.0 149.2 66.5 48.0 178.5
4,096 63.6 48.0 296.9 80.8 48.5 491.8
8,192 68.9 48.1 467.3 92.2 48.9 799.6
16,384 76.5 48.0 694.8 107.5 49.6 1,269.4

Table 1: Summary sizes for HFS/UFS

performance also overall summary sizes are analyzed (cf.
Fig. 6). Average, minimum and maximum summary sizes
are reduced when using UFS instead of HFS (cf. Tab. 1) indi-
cating that both, resource descriptions of small as well as big
peers can be represented in a more space efficient way. BB
results in the most space efficient summaries, but retrieval
performance is worse compared to HFS/UFS and GRID.
Nevertheless, the use of BB might trade off when the net-
work is not queried very frequently, which is a rather unre-
alistic assumption for P2P networks. GRID can be summa-
rized more space efficiently than HFS and UFS, but retrieval
performance is worse as will be shown in the following.

Results for GRID on both collections are shown in Fig. 5
(right). Obviously, retrieval performance is improved as
more grid cells are used. For the Geograph collection, the
grid is not adapted to the boundaries of the UK. Thus, re-
trieval performance is worse compared to the Geoflickr col-
lection. Nevertheless, in the case where image locations are
limited to a certain region of the world, an adaptation of
the grid is possible. We did not adapt it in order to show
the effects of a skew distribution of geographic image loca-
tions on a global scale. HFS and UFS are better suited for
such scenarios than GRID, because they better adapt to the
data that is used. Retrieval performance of HFS/UFS is also
better compared to GRID when applied on a global scale,
i.e. on the Geoflickr collection. Both, HFS8192/UFS8192 as
well as GRID64 result in the same number of summary bins
in the uncompressed case (64 ∗ 2 ∗ 64 = 8192). Assuming
queryMode=2 and the Geoflickr collection, in the case of
HFS/UFS 0.2% of peers are contacted in order to retrieve
all top-20 image locations, whereas in the case of GRID 2.3%
of the peers are contacted on average.

So far, we have assumed that the n reference points are
chosen from the underlying data collection. Although this
approach is feasible in general, we will now evaluate different
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Figure 5: Fraction of peers contacted for BB (left), HFS/UFS (middle) and GRID (right)

sources for the reference points since we plan to distribute
them with software updates from time to time in order to
reduce overall network load.

We employ per country statistics from Worldmapper
(http://www.worldmapper.org/) about mens’ income
(INC ), Gross Domestic Product (GDP), population (POP),
WWW usage (WWW ) and land area (LAND). Based on
these statistics we proportionally select the number of ref-
erence points from a certain country using Geonames gaz-
etteer (http://www.geonames.org/). Reference points are
selected amongst all populated places of a certain country
at random. So, for example, if x% of the world’s total mens’
income is earned in a certain country, x% of the reference
points are randomly chosen amongst all populated places of
the specific country according to the information given by
the Geonames gazetteer. For comparison we also choose ref-
erence points randomly distributed on the sphere (RAND).

Additional information is used from World Gazetteer
(http://world-gazetteer.com/). We extract lists contain-
ing the geo-locations of the biggest cities in the UK, Europe

(EUR) and the World (GLOB) in terms of population. A
set of n reference points is chosen from each of these lists
containing the n geographic locations with the most inhab-
itants according to the specific region.

Figure 7 shows results for queryMode=2. For reasons of
brevity, we do not include figures for queryMode=1 since
in general they offer better retrieval performance as noticed
before (cf. Fig. 5) and the same relative behavior as depicted
for different strategies in Fig. 7. COLL represents the strat-
egy where reference points are not determined from exter-
nal sources but randomly chosen from the underlying data
collection. On a global scale, when using external sources,
selecting the centroids according to GDP is the most promis-
ing approach with performance similar to WWW and INC.
These techniques adapt best to the data collections that are
used and perform better than selecting e.g. the biggest cities
in the world (GLOB). For both collections retrieval perfor-
mance can be improved by increasing k e.g. up to 8, 192 or
even higher. In general, Fig. 7 shows that average retrieval
performance can be optimized by adequately selecting the
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Figure 7: Sources of centroids for UFS512; Geoflickr
(top) and Geograph (bottom)

centroids according to the expected origin of query locations
as well as image locations that are administered. This can
e.g. be done by the implantation of special peers that ana-
lyze queries and the distribution of image locations. In Fig. 7
(bottom) the selection of centroids adapts to the collection
by using the 512 biggest cities in the UK.

5. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
We have motivated a P2P system based on the descrip-

tion and selection of personal media archives. Media items
are described by textual content, low-level multimedia fea-
tures, timestamps, and geographic footprints. The focus of
this paper is resource selection based on geographic infor-
mation. In our experiments, both, bounding boxes as well
as grid-based representations are outperformed in terms of
retrieval performance by an approach using a set of reference
points in order to compute (binary) histograms. Grid-based
summaries show a higher potential for compression which
might justify their use as well—depending on the character-
istics of the usage scenario. Bounding boxes might be too
coarse and induce overlap amongst peer summaries making
selective peer ranking decisions difficult. Future work will
mainly address the adaptation of UFS within CBIR as well
as stopping criteria in order to determine when it is no longer
beneficial to contact further peers during query processing.
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ABSTRACT
In this exploratory study we investigated the use of search and 

navigation as strategies for retrieval in large collections of digital 

photos. The main goal of the research was to test out models and 

methods that can describe retrieval behaviour and preferences. A 

focus group interview was conducted and demonstrated the need 

for taking various types of factors and measurements into 

account. We examined relationships between independent 

variables (happiness levels, satisfaction with and confidence in 

the search results, feeling lost during search,), and perceived 

satisfaction as dependent variable. The analysis showed statistical 

significant relationships for some important factors, but also 

indicated limitations in the applied theoretical framework, in 

particular related to use of emotions as independent variables. The 

study also showed that users’ own perception of which retrieval 

strategy was the fastest differed from the actual time they used on 

search and navigation tasks. This confirms the need for analytical 

models that integrates subjective preferences/perceptions and 

measurement of objective factors.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H5.2 User Interfaces: Evaluation/methodology; H3.3 

Information Search and Retrieval 

General Terms

Experimentation, Human Factors, Measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is a result from work in the Mariage (NCC 2009) 

research  project, which stands for Making Rich Media Accessible 

for Generations. The project aimed at the development of 

principles, frameworks and demonstrators for life-time personal 

multi-medial albums. Media types of interest are photographs, 

videos, music and software-based media such as web pages, flash 

films/animations, and computer games.

This article addresses the aspect of understanding strategies for 

end user retrieval of digital photos in large photo collections.  In 

the Mariage perspective, the development of sustainable and user 

friendly strategies for retrieval in multimedia collections is 

important.

The research question is to study users’ preferences for two 

different retrieval strategies, search and navigation. Search means 

using the text search function, by applying keywords that matches 

photo metadata, e.g time and place. Navigation means to navigate 

visually through “tree” structures and pictures in photo 

collections, following implicit structures generated from 

metadata. 

The experimental setting was designed to enable measuring of 

participants’ subjective feelings before and immediately after 

search and navigation sessions. Furthermore, the study examines 

the relationship between the subjective factors and objective 

behavioural factors, such as time used on different tasks.

In this paper, “subjective factors” refers to the participants’ own 

reported feelings, perceptions and assessments (Gwizdka 2007) 

before, during and after the task.

Previous related studies have reported lack of significant 

relationship between mood prior to the search/navigation, task 

difficulty level, searcher’s interest in a task and positive and 

negative affects. This reflects that the relation between search and 

mood is a complex one from a research perspective, in particular 

in terms of methodically sound design (Nahl and Bilal 2004). We 

believe that some of the methodological challenges are partly due 

to the design and operationalization of the variables involved. 

One research aim of this explorative study is to provide 

improvements of how the variables are operationalized and 

formulated in the questionnaire to be used by the participants.  

After a brief review of previous studies, we present our model and 

approach. This is followed by a description of methods, results 

from a preparatory focus group, the participants, tasks and 

procedure. The article then presents and discusses the results. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 

personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 

not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that 

copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, 

requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 

.

2. Related research 
Our research approach departs from the basic assumption in the 

literature (Lopotovska 2009, Gwidzka and Spence 2007, Kules 

and Shneiderman 2008) that search and navigation strategies, and 

how users perform in carrying out such tasks, are influenced by 

subjective factors such as feelings, perceptions and evaluations
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The present study extends the line of previous research in three 

ways:  

(1) by focusing specifically on the study of search as well as 

navigation in digital multi-media material,  

 (3) focus on improving the operationalization of central variables 

(in particular the independent variables). 

(4) a broader empirical approach, comprising both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches and methods.   

Recent studies of search and navigation in textual material seem 

to indicate that the most efficient and user friendly approach is to 

combine search and navigation strategies in what is called a 

faceted search approach. (Li and Belkin 2008) However, research 

is less conclusive concerning which strategy will be preferred by 

users in retrieving multimodal material, such as photo collections. 

We believe it may be fruitful to study search and navigation 

experimentally in a photo collection setting.  

The literature provides two ways to describe subjective states. 

First, ask participants how they feel. Second, ask participants how 

happy they feel. Both approaches have its merits and are widely 

applied in research, the first dominates in information science and 

market research, the second in measuring well-being in 

psychology (Kahneman, 2000).   

The study draws upon previous studies (see Gwizdka and Spence 

2007 for an overview) that have examined the relationships 

between searchers’ subjective states and their behavior.  Much of 

the work has been carried out in information science, but also 

studies in psychology shed light on several relevant aspects 

related to particular subjective factors, e.g. the notion of 

happiness  (Kahneman, 2000)

Subjective aspects of information searching include aspects 

pertaining to the user’s perceptions and feelings. The literature in 

the field includes studies of searchers’ satisfaction (Su, 2003), 

relevance judgments (Saracevic, 2007) and feelings associated 

with the search stages (Marchionini, 1995; Agosto, 2002).  

In previous inquiries in search studies, the approach to describing 

subject states is to ask participants how they feel. Various types of 

feelings can affect searcher’s performance, but the feelings can 

also be affected by various other factors, such as user interface 

and the difficulty of the task.  

There are several methodical challenges that must be dealt with in 

this type of research. Previous related studies (Lopatovska 2009a 

and b) have reported that due to several reasons there seems to be 

a lacking statistically significant relationships between mood prior 

to the search, topic of the search, sequence of task, task difficulty 

level, searcher’s interest in a task and positive and negative 

affects (Lopatovska 2009).   The present study will take into 

account that measuring mood in an experimental setting is often 

demanding. Clearly, search is a highly complex task for research 

(Nahl & Bilal, 2007) and participants’ mood in the experimental 

setting may be affected by a number of factors that are not related 

to the task. However, lack of significant results may also be 

related to how the main themes, question and items are 

operationalized and formulated.

3. RESULTS FROM FOCUS GROUP 
A focus group interview (Lindlof and Taylor 2002) was 

conducted to specify the research questions, increase our 

understanding of actual patterns of use and to provide input for 

the design of the planned experiment. It was important to gain 

insights about user strategies and behaviour from actual users. 

The focus group comprised six people, varying in age from 20 to 

73.  All had experience and interest in photos and photography, 

but only one could be labelled an expert user. All participants 

were active photographers, most of them on a daily basis. The 

researchers had prepared an interview guide and had defined 

several themes for the group’s work: equipment, hardware and 

software used, organization of collections, tagging/metadata, 

sharing with others, security, privacy and retrieval practices and 

experiences. The focus group interview lasted about two hours. 

The participants argued that navigation provided a feeling of 

closeness and personal control of the photos that a search 

alternative would not provide in the same way.  

A striking result was that although all participants had large photo 

collections (only the expert user had systematically tagged his 

photos), it was not meaningful for them to apply search as the 

main method for retrieval. Time was the main organising factor, 

(typically a folder for each month and the subfolders for week and 

also days, and they typically used the options (year, month, date) 

offered in Windows Photo Gallery.  The participants argued that 

navigation provided a stronger feeling of meaning, closeness and 

personal control of the photos than a search alternative would 

provide.

Another result relevant in the Mariage context, was that the young 

and the middle aged participants focused on creating albums, i.e 

carefully selected photos (perhaps 1 to 100)  that were gathered 

not only for personal use, but also to be made available for friends 

and family. Sharing photos was a central goal. According to the 

participants’ preferences, social considerations seem to play a 

more central role than what was expected by the researchers. For 

the younger participants, making sense of the photo collection 

depended heavily on how albums could be seen by others.  For 

these participants, their photo collection was seen as raw material 

for the construction of physical albums - which can be seen as the 

ultimate goal or end-product for their photographing endeavours. 

The participants (in particular the younger ones) clearly favoured 

to construct and distribute a physical (rather than digital) album. 

Several of the participants used such albums as Christmas gift to 

friends and family.  

The way the younger participants used Facebook was also 

interesting.  They used Facebook as a social medium just as most 

others use it. They also presented personal photos like others do. 

What was unexpected and interesting was that they also used 

Facebook as one of the main storage medium for their own photo 

collections.  

The focus group participants were all dedicated amateur 

photographers with large collections of photos that require a 

systematic approach to management and maintenance tools and 

practices. It is a paradox that the participants applied storage and 

search mechanism that were surprisingly simple and non-efficient 

in terms of time and effort spent.  The participants applied an 

incremental “bottom-up approach” in managing and searching 

their photo collections. They preferred navigation rather than 

search even though this was a more time-consuming and less 

efficient approach. No metadata except the ones automatically 

produced by the camera were applied to the material. However, it 

can be speculated that users would have preferred search if their 
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photos had been supplied with proper metadata at the outset, i.e. 

in the initial process of designing and constructing the photo 

collection structure.  To apply metadata after the fact is more 

demanding, time consuming and less motivating; there may be 

thousands of photos that need to be post-processed. 

The focus group seemed to indicate that the navigation mode has 

a strong position due to users’ preferences for subjective control 

and overview in order to be able to select the relevant and 

meaningful photos. However, their preference for navigation can 

also be interpreted as a fait accompli since most participants have 

photo collections that are not designed for and equipped with 

relevant metadata that may make search a viable and realistic 

option. Search is simply not a relevant alternative. Thus, a 

preference for navigation can be expected. A fair hypothesis may 

be that user might prefer search if they know exactly what they 

are looking for and the photo database has metadata/tags that 

enable detailed search.  

4. METHODS
In the following section the conceptual and methodological basis 

for the experiment is presented. A brief presentation of concept 

and how they are operationalized is followed by descriptions of 

the participants, the image collection and the task design and 

tasks. 

4.1 Measuring feelings, perceptions and moods 

4.1.1 Perceptions and feelings 
Participants filled out questionnaires after each task. These 

questionnaires comprised two main sections, one section about 

perceptions and feelings and another section about mood. The 

section about perception and feelings such as

! Perceived level of difficulty,

! Feeling while searching 

! Getting lost

! Confidence.

In order to increase level of reliability, these variables are seen as 

constructs of three defining, similar questions/statements in terms 

of content, but with changes in language and wording. For 

example, the questions defining and operationalizing Level of 

difficulty are:  

1. Was it easy or difficult to solve this task  

2. It is complicated to carry out the task 

3  It was difficult to find the pictures that I was asked to 

find.

The participants shall fill out their response on a scale of 1 to 7 

The operationalization of the variable constructs was an important 

research effort in its own right.

4.1.2 Mood 
Participants’ mood was measured using Positive Affect (PA) and 

Negative Affect (NA) Schedule (PANAS). The PANAS 

comprised of two 10-item scales that measure positive affect 

(feeling enthusiastic, alert, active etc.) and negative affect (feeling 

of anger, afraid, guilt, nervousness, etc.). A typical way of using 

PANAS is to measure past and present moods (Mackinnon, Jorm, 

Christensen, Korten, Jacomb, & Rodgers, 1999). In this project 

the PANAS form was filled out after the completion of each of 

the six tasks. PA and NA questions presented to participants after 

search tasks asked for their feelings just after the completion of 

the tasks. 

4.2 Participants
Twenty subjects participated in a study conducted in a controlled 

experimental setting. Participants were students recruited from 

University of Oslo and Oslo University College. The inclusion 

criteria were simply that they spoke and read Norwegian well and 

were capable ICT users (not experts). They ranged in age from 20 

to 25 years, a few older, but all less than 30. Participants were 

offered a monetary incentive (300 NOK, approximately 35€).  

4.3 Photo collection and user interfaces 
The photo collection used in our experiments was constructed by 

compiling a subset of photos from a freely available collection of 

photos of an existing family that has made several thousands of 

their own photos public under a Creative Common License1

through Flickr2. The collection used in the test comprised 1000 

photos that were selected from the larger collection. Each original 

photo had been tagged, i.e., described with a few words, by the 

owner, and this description was attached as metadata to the 

respective image. The photos were typically described with a 

name (who), a couple of words describing what is going on 

(what), and some information about the occasion (where and 

when).

The photos were made available for the participants through 

Picasa, an image management tool offered by Google. We chose 

Picasa 3.0 as it allows to conduct both image navigation and 

search, it has support for all relevant meta tags, and it has a 

simple, intuitive and very responsive user interface. Moreover, it 

is freely available on all major platforms, namely Windows, Mac, 

and Linux. Other interfaces and tools were considered, e g. 

Windows and iPhoto, but Picasa was chosen mainly because it 

was less intrusive and more transparent and intuitive for users and 

thus provided an efficient and sustainable tool for studies of 

search and navigation from the user’s perspective. All person 

names are changed except for the original labeling and other 

relevant metadata such as time. 

The user interfaces for both search and navigation are shown 

below in Figure 1 and 2 respectively. 

                                                                

1  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/deed.en 

2 www.flickr.com
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Figure  1  Search mode in Picasa.

The figure above shows the search mode. The participant is 

supposed to use the search field. Relevant input (e.g “bike”) in 

this field will immediately (one letter is enough) show relevant 

photos (involving “bike”). The navigation structure is not visible. 

In the figure below the navigation mode is illustrated. The photos 

are on the right hand side, the navigation structure is on the left 

hand side.

Figure 2  Navigation Mode in Picasa. 

4.4 Task design and procedure 
The experiment used a 1x2 within-subject (Kules and Capra 

2008) design in which all participants used the same interface to 

complete two types of tasks, search type and navigation type 

search, alternating the mode used first.  10 participants started 

with search tasks, 10 with the navigation tasks 

4.4.1 User Scenario and Tasks 
The participants were presented with the following scenario.

“You are supposed to assist the Smith family in retrieving pictures 

that shall be put into two new family albums about the Smiths. 

The family intends to give the albums to friends and relatives. The 

family has specific wishes about what pictures to select, but they 

need your assistance in retrieving these. You shall carry out six 

different tasks that will lead you to the preferred pictures.” 

Search tasks 

1a. Search for pictures of Al, Andrea, Nick and Paul from the two 

recent years (2008 and 2009) and put them in the album. Find 

two pictures of each person, or alternatively pictures that show 

several of them together. 

2a. Search for pictures from all trips to San Diego and find one 

picture from each trip in which members of the family have 

participated

3a. Search for pictures from the three most recent years that show 

Nick’s and/or Paul’s sporting activities, soccer and cycling. 

Navigation tasks 

1b. Use navigation to retrieve pictures of Al, Andrea, Nick and 

Paul from the two recent years 2008 and 2009. Find two 

pictures of each person, or alternatively pictures that show 

several of them together. 

2b. Navigate to find pictures from all trips to San Diego and find 

one picture from each trip in which members of the family have 

participated.

3b. Navigate to find pictures from the three most recent years that 

show Nick’s and/or Paul’s sporting activities, soccer and 

cycling. 

4.4.2 Setting and procedure 
An experiment took place in a laboratory with a laptop computer , 

and was filmed with a video camera. The computer recording 

software Morae3 recorded the session.  

Each participant was scheduled for an individual session lasting 

from 50 to 120 minutes. The procedure and tasks to be carried out 

by the participants were: 

! Upon arrival read and sign the consent form and listen to the

explanation of the procedure.

! Fill out a pre-task questionnaire.

! Familiarization with the Picasa software, with an example to 

demonstrate the interface and the functionality.  

! Read the scenario and the tasks 

! Conduct search/navigation task  (six tasks) 

! Fill out questionnaire after each task 

! Fill out post-task questionnaire and the open-ended questions 

about search versus navigation 

! Short Interview concerning the answers to the open-ended 

questions and any other matter 

! Receive NOK 300. 

                                                                

3 Morae by TechSmith is a software that records real-world 

actions, such as user speech and facial expressions, along with 

detailed application and computer system data to provide a view 

into the way that web sites and software are seen and experienced. 
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5. Results from experiment

The findings presented in this section serve two purposes. First, 

we show some illustrative results based on the collected data. 

Second, we discuss and show some possibilities as well as 

limitations of the analytical and theoretical models that are 

applied.

Partial least square (PLS) is the statistical analysis technique 

applied to interpret how the factors are associated with each other. 

PLS[4] can be used with small sample, but there is a limitation 

related to the number of factors in the structural model (Chin, 

1998). In this study five concepts are used as independent 

variables. These are level of difficulty, level of confidence, to 

what extent the user got lost, negative and positive emotions. The 

sample size indicates that a structural model should contain two 

of these concepts and one dependent variable. Because of the 

second purpose, all five concepts are included in the model 

presented below.

In a structural model, it is possible to analyze to what degree, if 

any, these concepts are associated with or have an influence on 

dependent variables such as satisfaction and use of time. Use of 

time is an efficiency measurement which can be measured by the 

Morae software that was applied in this study.   

The figures 3 and 4 present the comparison of use of time for 

search vs. navigation. In both groups task 1, 2 and 3 were 

performed. The only difference is the mode. Figure 1 presents the 

comparison of search vs. navigation when the participants did the 

task for the first time. After doing the search, the same person did 

navigation. Hence, the tasks 1, 2 and 3 were repeated. The 

comparison of use of time in the repetition is shown in figure 4. 

The scale is on interval level. 1 means up to 119 seconds, 2 means 

120 to 179 seconds, 3 means 180 to 239 seconds etc.

Use of time in navigation mode vs. search mode
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Figure 3 Comparison of use of time between navigation mode 

and search mode
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Figure 4  Comparison of use of time between navigation mode 

and search mode when the tasks are performed a second time.

For both modes (search and navigation) the respondents used less 

time on the tasks when the tasks were repeated. The findings 
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indicate that the navigation mode is the faster of the two modes. 

In their comments 12 of the 20 respondents wrote that search is 

faster than navigation. Since the tasks are time-stamped, it is 

possible to judge this subjective assessment of the users. In both 

groups 6 out of 10 stated that search is faster than navigation. For 

the group that did navigation first, search was the fastest mode for 

all of them. However, this is primarily due to the learning effect. 

In the group that did search first and then navigation, 6 of 10 also 

stated that search is the fastest mode, but for 5 of the 6 this was 

not the case. The findings indicate that users are not accurate 

when estimating how much time they use on a task and which 

mode that is the faster. The pattern revealed is a reduction in time 

spent on the tasks when the tasks are repeated. A reasonable 

explanation for this is the learning effect.    

The users were also asked about which mode they preferred. 

Although a majority (11) stated in their free comments that they 

believe search was the faster, 9 of 20 informants preferred 

navigation when asked to choose between modes.  The informants 

seemed to appreciate other virtues than speed. One informant 

formulated what seemed to be a common view:  “It is better to 

search when you are going to find specific photos. Navigation can 

be ok if you would like an overview of all the photos you have 

got”.

A model that depicts the relationships between factors and 

concepts has to be based on former studies in the field. The model 

(see below, Figure 5) includes factors used by Kules & Capra 

(2008), Gwizdka & Spence (2006), Lopatovska (2009a and b).  

Also the PANAS framework is included here.  

Positive emotion

Got Lost

Level of difficulty

Level of confidence

Negative emotion

Satisfaction

** = significant (0.95)

N = 20

R 2=  0.84

0.67**

0.26**

- 0.46

- 0.26**

0.74**

Satisfaction as the dependent variable 

Navigation mode, task 3

Figure 5; Structural model and results 

The results can be interpreted as follows. The R
2
 is on a high 

level. All five factors are significant and contribute in explaining 

the variance of the dependent variable satisfaction. Hence, the 

model explains a substantial amount of variation of satisfaction 

for task 3. For the factor getting lost “disagree” is computed as a 

low number and “agree” as a high number. Therefore, when the 

participants reported getting lost while doing the task, this has a 

negative effect on satisfaction. Positive emotions have a positive 

effect on satisfaction. This is also the case for level of confidence. 

Level of difficulty and negative emotions are also significant and 

contribute to explaining the amount of variance in the model.

A composite reliability metric for internal consistency assesses 

construct reliability. Table 1 below shows that all construct 

reliabilities exceed Nunnally’s (1978) suggested 0.7 benchmark. 

The alphas are all above 0.6 which is regarded as a benchmark for 

exploratory studies. Convergent validity is examined using the 

average variance extracted (AVE) and all constructs were above 

the benchmark of .5 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981) 

With two modes and three tasks, it is possible to run this analysis 

6 times. Figure 5 shows only one of them. We also ran this 

analysis with satisfaction as the dependent variable for the three 

tasks in search mode and the two remaining tasks in navigation 

mode. The results from this analysis can be summarized as 

follows. The following factors were significant: “got lost” every 

time, “level of difficulty” five of six times. “level of confidence” 

five of six times, negative emotions four of six times and positive 

emotions two times. Due to small size of the data-set we have to 

be cautious when interpreting these findings. Although it is 

positive that some of the factors seem to have a significant 

contribution each time or 5 of six times, the results must be 

interpreted as interesting and promising, but preliminary.  

                                                                                               

AVE Composite

Reliability 

Cronbach

Alpha

Commun-

ality 

Got lost 0.82 0,93 0,91 0.82

Level of 

confidence

0,84 0,94 0,91 0,84

Level of 

difficulty 

0,72 0,88 0,80 0,72

Negative

emotion

0.74 0,92 0,89 0,74

Positive

emotion

0,72 0,92 0, 88 0,72

Table 1:  Constructs reliability assessment

5. Discussion and conclusion 
In this explorative study, we set out to investigate users’ 

preferences for two different retrieval strategies in large photo 

collections, search and navigation. A focus group was organized 

to gain insights about users’ preferences, and a consecutive 

experiment with 20 participants was carried out.

The focus group showed that the participants, who were all 

experienced users and producers of digital photo collections, had 

clear preferences for navigation as the main retrieval method for 

their own personal photo collections. This is clearly in line with 

the recent literature in the field on search and navigation in the 

field of personal information management (e.g. Bergman et al 

2008) where it is shown that users have a strong preference for 

navigation and with search considered to be “a last resort”.
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A closer look at the context and in particular the focus group 

participants’ way of organizing their photo albums, reveal that 

their preference for navigation may be caused at least in part by 

the fact that their photo collections were not tagged in a way that 

could make search a realistic option. In other words, the photo 

albums were in practice not searchable. It seems that their 

preferences were shaped by this circumstance.  However, taking 

the participants own explanations into account we can see that the 

contextual factors are only a part of a broader picture. The focus 

group participants themselves argued that navigation was 

preferred because this way of retrieving provided feelings of 

closeness, personal meaning and control that a search alternative 

would not provide in the same way.  This is also in line with 

findings in the literature, e.g. Shneiderman (1997) who argues 

that navigation in hierarchies provides high degree of consistency 

as it confirms user expectations.

The participants in the experiment also appreciated navigation 

although they also meant search was the faster. The participants 

appreciated overview and feeling of control. One of the 

participants stated that: “It was easier to find a specific photo by 

searching, but I found it easier to get an overview with navigation. 

This is also what I am most used to in photo albums”.

The initial results from the experiment showed that in this field 

explaining the role of perceptions and preferences is a complex 

undertaking. The Morae software, used in the experiment, maps 

the participants’ behaviour, e.g time used on each task. We have 

seen that most of the participants in the experiments stated (when 

asked after they have completed the experiment) that they 

believed search was the fastest alternative. However, the 

measurement of time actually used on different type of tasks 

showed that navigation was the faster.

The analytical model of the experiment departed from the 

observation in recent research in the field of search and retrieval 

that there seems to be a lacking statistically significant 

relationships between various factors: mood prior to the search, 

topic of the search, sequence of task, task difficulty level, 

searcher’s interest in a task and positive and negative affects. 

(Lopatovska 2009a)  The present study addresses this challenge 

by combining two established and validated models, the 

subjective factor models used by Kules and Shneiderman (2008) 

and others, and the PANAS model that is applied in a number of 

recent studies of search (Lopatovska, 2009a and b). Both models 

are often applied separately, but to our knowledge not in an 

integrated way in studies of retrieval strategies. The rationale for 

this is that we believe applying both provide a richer picture of 

the role of subjective factors.   

The results presented are based on a relatively small sample, but 

the findings indicate that there are significant relationships 

between the several of factors mentioned above and satisfaction 

with the task performance for various tasks and across different 

modes.

The results presented in the previous part showed that effects of 

emotions (moods) on satisfaction are less clear. Only partly 

significant relationships were found. Arguably, measuring the 

impact of emotions in this context may be challenging in several 

respects. The emotions reported may be shaped by a variety of 

factors in this experimental setting. Of course, interpreting the 

results in terms of “personal e-memory and retrieval” can be 

problematic since the participants don’t have a personal stake in 

the outcome of the search and navigation tasks, as also observed 

and discussed by others ((Lopotovska 2009a). For student 

volunteers their main motivation for participating may be the 

reward, which they will receive anyhow. The participants 

reported feelings can in principle be attributed to other, undefined 

factors that are not related to the task. Thus, it is not a surprising 

result that there was a partly a lack of significant relations when it 

comes to the study of emotions as provided by the PANAS model. 

What could be expected, and also was found in the material, was 

that for example feeling of getting lost was significantly 

correlated with level of satisfaction. But this is understandable as 

the independent variable “feeling of getting lost” can much more 

easily be associated with the actual task performance. This 

underlines the needs for models that are more sensitive to tasks 

and contextual factors.  

In our future work we plan to further develop revisions of the 

analytical model and apply it on a larger sample of participants. A 

larger sample would provide an opportunity for further analysis of 

the relations between subjective and objective factors. The results 

indicate that the main initial idea about the need for developing 

models that combined “subjective” and “objective” variables has 

been supported. Studies of preferences must be combined with 

studies of actual behaviour and context in order grasp the 

complexity of retrieval practices.  

A factor that is not studied here, but which in our view can be 

fruitful and important to integrate in the model, is the strong 

social character of “photo management” and user behaviour. The 

important role of the social aspects, collaboration and sharing was 

a major finding in the focus group and appears to shape the way 

digital photos are managed and retrieved.  These are aspects that 

should be integrated in the research framework. 
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